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A bstract
Lovasz, Schrijver, and Seymour have shown that if a connected matroid SI 
has a largest circuit of size c and a largest cocircuit of size c*, then M  has at 
most 2C+C*_1 elements. A question of Oxley that has attracted considerable recent 
attention is whether there is an upper bound on the size of M  that is polynomial 
in terms of c and c’ . In particular, Bonin, McNulty, and Reid conjectured that 
|cc* is such a bound. In Chapter 1, we prove this conjecture for all connected 
graphic and cographic matroids. In Chapter 2, we give a constructive description 
of all 2-connected graphs that attain equality in this bound showing that these 
graphs are certain special series-parallel networks.
In Chapter 3. we investigate whether in a ^-connected matroid SI  with a 
large circuit there is a large circuit containing n specified elements. Assume 
that the size of a largest circuit in SI is c for some c > 4. We prove that, for 
k G {2.3}. every element of S I  is contained in a circuit of size at least j + k — 1. 
Even when .1/ is 3-connected and binary, the presence of a large circuit in SI 
does not guarantee that S I  has a large circuit containing a nominated pair of 
elements. However, when S I  is 3-connected and graphic, it will be shown that 
every pair of distinct elements is contained in a circuit of size at least f \/c  — 2] + 2. 
Examples will be given to show that these results axe best-possible. A result of 
Ding, Oporowski, Oxley, and Vertigan shows that if C  is a largest circuit of a 
3-connected matroid A/, then M  has a 3-connected minor N  in which C  is a 
spanning circuit of N . We extend this result by showing that the 3-connected 
minor N  that is spanned by C  can also be required to contain a specified element.
iv
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This extension plays a key role in the proofs of the main results of this chapter, 
which were noted above.
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Introduction
All the results of this dissertation use information on the size of a  largest 
circuit in a matroid along with certain connectivity assumptions to deduce various 
properties of the matroid. In particular, the first two chapters deal with the 
problem of bounding the number of elements in a connected matroid in terms of 
the sizes of a largest circuit and a largest cocircuit. The third chapter focuses on 
the question of whether the existence of a large circuit in a matroid guarantees 
the existence of a large circuit containing some designated set of elements. Each 
chapter of the dissertation corresponds to a paper. The first has appeared [26]. 
the second is in review [27], and the third has been accepted [28].
One type of Ramsey-theoretic problem in matroid theory seeks a small class of 
highly structured matroids so that every sufficiently large matroid contains some 
member of the class as a minor (see, for example, [6. 7, 13, 14, 22. 26, 27]). The 
first result of this type was obtained by Lovasz, Schrijver, and Seymour (see [22. 
20]) when they showed that every sufficiently large connected matroid contains 
either a large circuit or a large cocircuit. In particular, they showed that if M  is a 
connected matroid for which a largest circuit and a largest cocircuit have c and c* 
elements, respectively, then M  has at most 2C+C*-1 elements. This bound appears 
somewhat crude, particularly for such natural classes of matroids as the class of 
graphic matroids. Indeed, Oxley asked whether, for such matroids, the bound 
could be sharpened to |cc*. The main purpose of the first chapter is to answer 
Oxley’s question affirmatively. A natural question arising from this theorem is 
whether the bound of \cc* remains valid for all connected matroids. Bonin,
1
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McXulty, and Reid [6] have conjectured that it does and this conjecture was 
verified in [7] for connected matroids whose only circuits and cocircuits are small. 
However, the conjecture remains open even for regular matroids. Moreover, for 
matroids in general, no one has yet obtained a bound that is polynomial in terms 
of c and c* although there have been a number of papers in this area (see, for 
example, [6 , 7, 13, 14, 22, 26, 27]).
Chapter 2 determines the structure of all connected graphic matroids that 
a ttain  the |cc*-bound. Equivalently, all 2-connected graphs with exactly |c c ' 
edges are found where c is the circumference and c* is the size of a largest bond 
in the graph. The description of these graphs is constructive and a consequence 
of it is that the collection of such graphs is a proper subclass of the class of 
series-parallel networks.
Given a graph G with a distinguished subset .4 of V'(G) U  E{G). a problem 
that has been widely discussed (see, for example. [5, 9, 12. 15. 23. 25]) is to prove 
or disprove that there is a cycle of G  containing .4. In particular, if .4 =  i ’(G). 
the problem is just the Hamilton Cycle Problem and is therefore XP-complete. A 
well-known theorem of Dirac [9] shows that, given any k vertices in a A:-connected 
graph, there is a cycle containing all of them. In [12], Haggkvist and Thomassen 
proved that, given any k independent edges in a (Ar-i-l)-connected graph, there is a 
cycle containing all of them. These results lead us to the following question: Does 
a fc-connected graph with a long cycle have a long cycle containing n specified 
edges? It is not difficult to see that the answer to this question is affirmative 
if k > 2 and n =  1, while the answer to this question is negative if k =  2 and
2
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n > 1. In fact, this question can be further generalized as follows: given a k- 
connected matroid M  with a large circuit, does M  have a  large circuit containing 
n nominated elements? The main theme of Chapter 3 is to investigate this 
generalized problem. Ding, Oporowski, Oxley, and Vertigan [10] showed that 
a 3-connected matroid with a largest circuit C  has a  3-connected minor N  in 
which C is a spanning circuit. We extend this result by showing that, for any 
specified element e of M , the minor N  may also be chosen to contain e. This is 
an important tool in the proof of the fact that M  must have a circuit of size at 
least ["“ ] -I- 2 containing e. It is show’n that this bound is best possible.
The theorem extending Ding, Oporow-ski, Oxley. and Vertiganrs result raises 
the following question: given a 3-connected matroid M  with a largest circuit C 
and a set A' of elements of M . does M  has a 3-connected minor .V that contains 
C U  A' and is spanned by C? It is shown that the answer to this question is 
negative if |A'| > 2. However, w'hen |.Y| =  1, an equivalent formulation of 
our theorem is that if M  is a 3-connected matroid with a largest circuit C  and 
A' C  E (M ). then M  has a 3-connected minor that is spanned by C U  A” and has 
rank less than \C\ + |A'| — 1. Unlike the simpler formulation of the theorem, this 
formulation does generalize, and some interesting results are obtained.
Throughout this dissertation, we shall assume familiarity with basic concepts 
from graph theory and matroid theory. In general, the matroid terminology used 
here will follow' Oxley [20], and the graph-theoretic terminology will follow' Bondy 
and Murty [3]. In particular, a minimal edge cut of a graph is called a bond. The 
circumference and cocircumference of a graph G, wnitten c(G) and c*(G). are
3
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the length of a longest cycle of G and the maximum cardinality of a bond in G, 
respectively. We take the circumference of a forest to be infinity. Similarly, we 
define c*((7) to be infinity if every edge of G  is a loop. A cycle with n edges 
is called an n-cycle and a bond with n edges is called an n-bond. A path P  
can be denoted by x ix2 ---xn if P  has the consecutive vertices x l .x2. • • - ,x n. 
Similarly, we use x ix2 • • -xnxx to represent a cycle whose vertices, in cyclic order, 
are x1? x2, * • •, xn. If P  is the path x tx2 - • - xn, we shall denote this path by x \P x n. 
If 1 <  i < j  < n, we use XiPxj to represent the subpath x,xl+1 • • -Xj of P. The 
length of a path P  will be denoted by |P |. If P  is an (x, y)-path, Q is a (y , z)-path, 
x 7& z, and P , Q are intemally-disjoint, then xP yQ z  is the (x. z)-path obtained 
by concatenating the two paths P  and Q. Suppose X  is a subset of the edge-set 
of a graph G. The deletion and contraction of X  from G are denoted by G \X  
and G /X , respectively. We use [x] to denote the smallest integer not smaller 
than x. Definitions and notation not included here will be introduced as needed.
4
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C hapter 1 
N um ber o f E lem ents in 2-C onnected  G raphs 
w ith  P rescribed  C ircum ference 
and C ocircum ference
1.1 Introduction
All graphs considered in this chapter are finite, loopless, and may have multiple 
edges. When the graph G can be inferred from the context, the circumference 
c(G) and the cocircumference c*(G) may be abbreviated as c and c*, respectively. 
A block is a connected graph that has no cut vertices. A 2-connected graph is a 
block with at least three vertices.
Lovasz, Schrijver. and Seymour have shown that a connected matroid with 
bounded cardinality for both its circuit sizes and cocircuit sizes has a bounded 
number of elements. This result is stated as Theorem 1.1.1 below. Its proof can 
be found in Reid [22] (also see [20], Sect. 4.3, E x.ll).
(1.1.1) T h eo rem . Let m and n be non-negative integers. Let M  be a connected 
matroid with all circuits having at most m elements and all cocircuits having at 
most n elements. Then M  has at most 2m+n_l elements. □
A bond in a graph is a cocircuit of its cycle matroid. Using this, Theorem
1.1.1 leads immediately to the following corollary, which gives a bound on the 
number of edges of a block.
(1.1.2) C orollary . Let G be a block. Then |f?(G)| <  2C+C’~l . □ 
The following result of Bondy [2] gives another bound on the number of edges
in a simple graph.
5
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(1 .1 .3) Theorem . Let G be a simple graph on n vertices. Then |F(G )| < 
^c(n — 1). O
While Theorem 1.1.3 does not immediately imply Corollary 1.1.2, it suggests 
that the bound in Corollary 1.1.2 can be substantially improved. Indeed, the 
main result of this chapter, which is stated below, describes such an improved 
bound.
(1 .1 .4) Theorem . I f  G is a block with at least two edges, then \E(G)\ < \c c '. 
Since the cycle matroid of a block is a connected graphic matroid, by duality.
Theorem 1.1.4 also implies that the size of a connected graphic or cographic 
matroid M  can be bounded by jcc*. where c and c* are the sizes of a largest 
circuit and a largest cocircuit of M , respectively.
Notice that the bound in Theorem 1.1.4 is attained by, for example, cycles. 
For simple 2-connected graphs, both Theorems 1.1.3 and 1.1.4 bound the 
number of edges, so it is natural to compare these bounds. Evidently, the bound 
in Theorem 1.1.4 is sharper them the bound in Theorem 1.1.3 for precisely tuose 
graphs G with cm(G) < |V(G)| — 1. We make no attem pt to specify all such 
graphs and will be content to indicate a class of examples of these graphs.
(1 .1 .5) P roposition . Let G be a 2-connected simple planar graph with |F(G )| < 
2\V(G)\ -  3. Then cm{G) < \V (G )\-  1.
P roof. Let G be a planar embedding of G, and let F(G) be the number of faces 
of G. Since |V(G)| -  |F(G )| +  \F{G)\ =  2 and \E(G)\ < 2\V{G)\ -  3, we have 
|F(<?)| <|Vr(Gr)| — 1. Let G* be the geometric dual of G. Then c*(G) = c*(G) =  
c(G-) < \V(G ')\ = |F (G )| < |V'(G)| -  1. □
6
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1.2 P ro o f o f  th e M ain Theorem
We begin by presenting three lemmas, the last of which will be the cornerstone 
of the proof of Theorem 1.1.4.
(1.2.1) Lemma. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Let C\, C2 be any two c-cycles, 
and let C3, C4 be any two (c — l)-cyc/es of G. Then
(i)\V(Cx) n V ( C 2 ) \>2,
(ii) |r (C i)  n V(C3)| > 2, and 
(Hi) |r(c3) n r(C4)| > 1.
P roo f. Let D x =  x xx 2 . . .x rxi and D2 = yxy2 . . .  VsV 1 be two cycles in G. Suppose 
first that D x and D2 are vertex-disjoint. Arbitrarily pick edges ex in D x and e2 
in D2. Since G is 2-connected. there is a cycle" containing both e\ and e2. This 
implies that there are two vertex-disjoint paths x tPxy j , x kP2yx joining D x and Do 
with only the end-vertices x„ yj, x k. yi lying on D x U  Do. The vertices x, and 
Xfc divide D\ into two (x,.xjt)-paths, and one of these paths, say x tQ xx k- has at 
least edges. Similarly, there is a path yjQiyi in Z)2 with at least f | j  edges. 
Now x xPxyJQoyiP2x kQ \xx forms a cycle D3 of length at least [j] +  ff] +  2. Since 
l-EXI^)! < c, we have c > f |]  +  [ |]  + 2 . Consequently, at least one of r  and s 
must be less than c — 1. Thus no two cycles from among Ci, C2, C3, and C4 are 
vertex-disjoint, since each has at least c — 1 edges. This implies (iii).
Now, suppose that r = c and c — 1 < s < c. Then, by the last paragraph, 
\V(Di) D V (D 2)\ > 1- Suppose D\ and D2 meet only at the vertex v. Again, pick 
an edge ex in D\ and e2 in D2. The cycle containing both ex and e2 gives a path 
R x joining D x and D2 and avoiding v such that only the two end-vertices xp, yq of
7
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Ri lie on D\, Di, respectively. Denote this path by xpR iyq. Then there is a path 
xpR 2v in D\ having at least f |]  edges and a path yqR$v in D i having at least 
r ^ l  edges. Stringing together these three paths gives a cycle x pR iyqR$v R 2x p 
of length at least [ |]  +  f ^ l  +  1, which exceeds c: a contradiction. Thus D i and 
Di meet in at least two vertices. Therefore, (i) and (ii) hold as well. □
(1.2.2) Lemma. Let G be a 2-connected graph whose circumference c is an 
odd number exceeding three. Let k = and let C be a c-cycle in G. Then the 
vertices of C can be labelled, in cyclic order, as xx,x2, . .. ,x c so that there is no 
(c — 1 )-cycle C' in G satisfying both of the following conditions:
(i) { i b i fc} C  V’(C') nr(C) C  {x1?x2 x j t } :  and
(ii) each of the two (xL. x^)-paths in C' has length
Proof. Let us start by labelling the vertices of C. in cyclic order, as x t . x2   x c.
If there is no (c—l)-cycle C' in G satisfying (i) and (ii), then the required labelling 
has been established. Thus we may suppose that there is a (c — l)-cycle C[ in 
G satisfying (i) and (ii). We shall show that there is no (c — l)-cycle C'2 in G 
satisfying
(i)' {x2,x fc+1} C  V(C2) n I'(C ) C  {x2,x 3,...,X it+1},- and
(ii)' each of the two intemally-disjoint (x2,x*+i)-paths in C2 has length 
Assume the contrary, letting C2 be a (c — l)-cycle in G that satisfies (i)' and
(ii)'. Note that xj ^  V'(Cj) and x^+i £  V{C[). Moreover, xx, x2, Xk and x^+i are 
all distinct since c > 3. Let Pi and P2 be the two (xx,x*)-paths in C{, and let 
Q i and Q2 be the two (x2,x/t+x)-paths in C2. Denote the path Xk+\Xk+ 2  ■ ■ -xcxi 
in C  by R. Then |£(i*)| =  c-(A ; +  l) +  l =  £f i .
8
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Suppose first that C2 does not contain an edge with end-vertices x k and i*_i. 
Since, by Lemma 1.2.1, V(C{)nV(C2) ^  0, we may assume that V(C[)C\V{Q\) ±
0. Let u be the first vertex of x k+lQ ix2 on C[ and suppose, without loss of 
generality, that u is on Pi- If u ^  x*, then all of xiP 2x k, x kP \u , uQiXk+i, and 
Xk+iRxi are pairwise internally-disjoint. Hence x lP2x kPiuQiXk+iRxi forms a 
cycle of length at least ^  4 -1 4 -1 4 - which exceeds c; a  contradiction. If 
u =  x*, then xk+iQiu has at least two edges since there is no edge in C2 joining 
xfc and x k+i. This implies that i iP 2x kQ\Xk+\Rx\. forms a cycle of length at least 
^  4-2 4- which is also greater than c: a contradiction.
We may now assume that C2 contains an edge with end-vertices x k and x ^ . 
Suppose, without loss of generality, that x k €  I XQ2)- Denote the edge in C  with 
end-vertices Xi and x2 by 5. Xow, if Q\ and Pi are vertex-disjoint, then it is 
easy to see that XiPiXkQ2x k+lQlx 2S x i  is a cycle of length ~  4-1-1- ^  -I- 1. 
which exceeds c: a contradiction. Thus we may assume that V'(Qi) D I'(P j) is 
non-empty, and similarly that l '(Q i) D V(P2) is non-empty. Let z be the first 
vertex of x*+i<2ix2 on C[ and assume, without loss of generality, that z e  1'(Pi). 
Since x k €  V{Qi), we have 2 #  x k. Then the cycle x iP 2x kP izQ ixk+iR xi has 
length at least ^ 4 - 1 4 - 1  +  which is greater than c; a contradiction.
We have shown that no (c— l)-cycle C2 in G satisfies both (i)' and (ii)'. Upon 
relabelling x^  by x*_ 1 , for i =  2 ,3 , . . . ,  c, and Xi by xc, we get a labelling of V(C) 
satisfying (i) and (ii). The lemma follows. □
9
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(1 .2 .3) L em m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph whose circumference exceeds 
three. Then G has a bond B that meets every c-cycle and every (c — 1)-cycle of 
G in at least two edges.
P ro o f. First, note that if a cycle C  and a bond B  have a common edge, then 
they have at least two common edges. So we only need to show that there is a 
bond B  in G that meets every c-cycle and every (c— l)-cycle in at least one edge.
Let C  be a c-cycle in G. Label the vertices of C  in cyclic order by x l? x2, . . . ,  xc 
so that, if c is odd, no (c — l)-cycle C' in G  satisfies (i) and (ii) of Lemma 1.2.2 . 
Let P  be the path x 1x2 . . . x c in C  and let T  be a spanning tree of G which 
contains P  as a subgraph. Let t = \ f ] . Denote the edge in C  with end-vertices 
x£ and Xf-i-i by x tx t+i- Let 7\ and T2 be the two components of T \x tx t^i where
{x1,x 2, . . . . x £} C V'(7i) and {x£^ £,x £+2,  xc} C V{T2). Define B  as the set of
edges of G with one end in V(Ti) and the other in 1 '(7a)- It is easy to see that 
B  is a bond of G , and that G \B  has two components Gi and G2 with vertex sets 
I '( J i )  and V{To). respectively. We shall show that B  meets every c-cycle and 
every (c — l)-cycle of G in at least one edge.
Let C' be any cycle in G of length at least c — 1. If C’ has a vertex in G\ and 
another in G2, then there must be an edge of C’ which is also in B, and hence 
B  meets C' in at least one edge. Thus we may assume that V'(C') C V(G\) or 
V'(C') c  V(G 2).
First consider the case when V{C') C V(G2)- Note that, in this case, we have 
Vr(C') (i V{C) C {x£+1,x £+2, . . .  ,x c}. By Lemma 1.2.1, it follows that |Vr(C") fl 
( x £+ i , x £+2, . . . ,x c}| > 2 . Let i be the smallest index of the vertices in the set
10
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r (C ')  n  {xt+1, xt+2, . • •, xc}, and j  be the largest index of the vertices in that set.
edges. Denote this path by Pt . Let P2 be the (xJ?x,)-path in C  that contains 
xc. Then |E (P 2)| > (t -  1) +  2 =  [|1 + 1 , and hence x tPlx ]P2x l forms a cycle of 
length at least +  ffl +  L which exceeds c: a contradiction.
Now suppose that V{C') C V'(Gi). By Lemma 1.2.1, we have |V'(C") n  
{x i,x2,- - ,x t}| > 2. Let m  be the smallest index of vertices in l'(C ')  fl {xj. 
X 2 , - - - , x t }.  and n be the largest index of vertices in that set. Then n — m < 
t — 1 =  [fl -  1. Moreover, n — m =  f | ] - l  only when n = \ | ]  and m = 1. 
Again, consider the two (xm,x„)-paths in C '. One of these paths must have at 
least -  j edges. Denote this path by Qi- Let Q2 be the (x„.xm)-path in C 
that contains xc, and obsen-e that Q2 has c — (n — m) edges. Now x mQiXnQ2x m 
forms a cycle C" and we have
The previous inequality leads to a contradiction unless c is odd. Thus we may 
assume this.
Consider the two (x,, x_,)-paths in C’. One of these paths must have at least [
c > \E(C")\ =  \E iQ 0l + \E(Q2)\ =  \E{Ql ) \ + c - ( n  -  m).
and hence
Thus
'c — 1" 
2
Therefore
|E (C ')|
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We can conclude that n =  [ |]  =  £±1; m  =  1; |£ (Q i) | =  and \E(C')\ — 
c — 1. By applying Lemma 1.2.2 using the chosen labelling of V'(C), we obtain a 
contradiction. □
A well-known result of Tutte [24] states that M \e  or M /e  is connected for 
every element e in a connected matroid M . The graph version of this theorem 
and its corollary are stated below. The corollary will be used in the proof of 
Theorem 1.1.4.
(1.2.4) Lemma. Let e be an edge of a block G. Then G \e or G /e is a block.
a
(1.2.5) Corollary. Let G be a block and let S  be a subset of E{G). Then there 
is a partition (S t,S 2) of S  such that G \S \/S z  is a block. □ 
P roof o f Theorem  1.1.4. We proceed by induction on |E (G )|. If |E(G )| =  2, 
then G is a 2-cycle and the theorem holds for this graph. Assume that \E(G)\ > 2 
and that theorem holds for any block with fewer edges than G. If c =  2. then 
cm(G) =  |£ (G )|, and \cc‘ =  |£ (G )|. Suppose c =  3. It is easy to see that 
|V(G)| =  3. Let A be the maximum degree of G. Then |E (G )| <  j |l '(G ) |A . 
But c =  |V'(G)| and A <  c*. Hence \E(G)\ < \cc*. We may henceforth suppose 
that c >  3. Now, by Lemma 1.2.3, there is a bond B  of G such that B  meets every 
c-cycle and every (c— l)-cycle of G in at least two edges. By Corollary 1.2.5, there 
is a partition (B i,B 2) of B such that G \B i/B 2 is a block. Let H  = G \B i/B 2. 
If \E(H)\ < 1, then |B | >  |E(G)| -  1 so |£ (G )| <  c* +  1 <  \ c c \  Thus we may 
assume IB(B’)! >  2. Since every c-cycle and (c — l)-cycle of G meets B  in at least 
two edges, we have c(H) < c —2. It is also easy to check that cm(H ) < c*(G) =  c*.
12
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Now. by the inductive hypothesis, |E(/T)| =  |£XG)| — \B\ <  |( c  — 2)c‘ 
|£ (G )| <  jcc* — (c* — |B |). Clearly, c* > \B\. Thus we have \E(G)\ < 
required.
13
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Thus 
|cc*, as 
□
C hapter 2 
E xtrem al G raphs w ith  Prescribed  
C ircum ference and C ocircum ference
2.1 Introduction
Let M  be a connected matroid with at least two elements, and let c and c* be 
the sizes of a largest circuit and a largest cocircuit of M, respectively. A question 
of Oxley that has attracted considerable recent attention (see, for example, [6 , 7, 
13. 14, 22, 26]) is whether there is an upper bound on the size of M  that is In 
particular. Bonin. McNulty, and Reid [6] conjectured that jcc* is such a bound. 
This conjecture had earlier been proved for all connected graphic matroids by 
Wu [26]. Moreover. Denley and Reid [7] have proved the conjecture when c or c* 
is at most four. However, the conjecture remains open even for regular matroids. 
The purpose of this chapter is to describe constructively all 2-connected graphs 
that attain equality in the bound.
All graphs considered here have finite, possibly empty, vertex and edge sets, 
are loopless. and may have multiple edges. When the graph G can be inferred 
from the context, the circumference c(G) and the cocircumference c’(G) may be 
abbreviated as c and cm, respectively. Let Gi and G2 be graphs that are disjoint 
except that each contains an edge e joining vertices u and v. We denote by 
G\ U u„ G2 the graph that is obtained from G\ and G2 by identifying the two 
edges labelled uv.
It is clear that a single cycle and a single bond are examples of 2-connected 
graphs with exactly |cc* edges. Futhermore, other examples of such graphs are
14
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obtained by replacing every edge of the cycle by the same number of parallel 
edges, or replacing every edge of the bond by a path of the same length. These 
two operations play fundamental roles in the next result, the main result of this 
chapter, a description of all 2-connected graphs with exactly |cc* edges.
(2.1.1) Theorem. Let G be a 2-connected graph. Then \E{G)\ =  |cc* i f  and 
only if, for some k > 2, there is a sequence of positive integers {I, r l5 r2, • • •, r*) 
for which r, < (]£*=1 r f) / 2 for all i in {1,2, • • -, k} such that either G or a planar 
dual of G can be expressed as (Gi U uv G2  U uu • - • U u„ G k)\uv, where each G, can 
be obtained from a 2-cycle with an edge e joining vertices u and v by a sequence 
of the following operations:
(a) in a cycle containing e, replacing every edge except e by two parallel edges: 
and
(b) in a bond containing e, subdividing every edge except e;
this sequence consists o /r , — 1 operations of type (a) and l — l operations of type
(b).
We now list some additional definitions and notation. Let G\ and G2 be 
two disjoint subgraphs of G, and let P  be a path with endvertices u and v. If 
V(P) fl V'(Gi) =  {u} and V (P) Pi V{G2 ) =  {u}, then we say that P  joins G\ 
and G2. If u and v are two vertices of a cycle G, then there are two paths in C 
joining u and v. We arbitrarily choose one of these to be C[u, i>] and label the 
other C[v,u\. The paths C{u, v) and C(v,u) are defined to be C[u,v] — {u, u} 
and C[v, u] — {u,u}, respectively. Observe that if u and v are neighbors on C, 
then one of C(it, v) and C(v, u) has empty vertex set. In the cycle x ix 2 • • -xnxi,
15
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the vertex Xi+n equals the vertex xt. We call a path F  a chordal path of a cycle 
C  if P  contains no edges of C, the endvertices of F  are the only vertices of F  in 
C, and these endvertices are not neighbors in C.
2.2 Som e U sefu l L em m as
In [19], Neumann-Lara, Rivera-Campo, and Urrutia proved that, for every 2- 
connected graph G with circumference c, there are c bonds of G, not necessarily 
different, such that every edge of G  lies in at least two of them. Indeed, their 
proof of this result implies the following stronger result, which is a crucial lemma 
in proving Theorem 2.1.1.
(2 .2 .1) L em m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with circumference c, and let 
C  =  X1X2 • • • xcxi be a c-cycle of G. Then there are c bonds B \, B?. • ■ •, B c of G. 
not necessarily different, such that every edge of G lies in at least two of them, 
and B t n C  = {xlxl+i ,x t+r |1xt+r£]+1} for all i in (1 .2 .---,c} . □
The following is an easy consequence of this lemma.
(2.2.2) L em m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with =  ^cc*. and 
let C  =  Xix-2 • • -xcxi be a c-cycle o f G. Then G has bonds B \, Bi. • • •, Bc. not 
necessarily different, such that |F ,| =  c* fo r all i, every edge of G lies in exactly 
two of these bonds, and B id C  =  {xiXi+ i, xt+(-£]Xi+[-|i+1} fo r  all i in {1, 2, • • •, c}.
In [19], it was also proved th a t a 2-connected graph G  in which a longest 
cycle C  is even can be covered by \c  bonds B x, B2, - • •, B ^c such that Bi fl C = 
{xjXj+1,Xi+|Xt+| +i} for all i in {1,2, • • •, |c} . An immediate consequence of this 
result follows.
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(2 .2 .3) L em m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with \E(G)\ =  |cc*, and 
let C  =  x ix2 • • -xcXi be a c-cycle of G, where c =  21 for some positive integer
I. Then G has I disjoint cm-bonds B i,B 2,- - - ,B / such that U*=1Bj = E(G) and 
B t n C  =  {xlx i+1)xi+/xI+,+1} for a lii  €  {1, 2,- - - , /} .  □
Combining Lemmas 2.2.2 and 2.2.3, we get a very strong property of a 2- 
connected graph G  with |£’(G')| =  |cc*. It is stated as follows.
(2 .2 .4) L em m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with |£ (G )| =  |cc*. Suppose 
that C  is a longest cycle of G, and P  is a chordal path of C with endvertices u 
and v. Then
(i) |P | =  min{|C[u, u]|, |C[r, u]|}.
(ii) There is no path in G — {u. u} joining any two of the paths P —{u. r}. C(u. v). 
and C(v. u).
(Hi) I f  P ' is another chordal path of C  with endvertices u and v, then G has no 
path of length at least one joining P  and P '.
P ro o f. Without loss of generality, we may assume that \C[u. r]| <  |C[r, u]|. 
and that C[u. v] =  x jx2 - • -XkXk+i, where Xi =  u £ind x*+i =  v. It is clear that 
l-P| £  |C[u, r]|, for otherwise G has a cycle of length greater than c. Let us 
assume that |P | < \C[u. i/]|. By Lemma 2.2.2 , there are c*-bonds P i, B2, ■ • ,B C 
of G, not necessarily different, such that every edge of G  lies in exactly two 
of them, and B* fl C  =  {xiXi+i,Xi+f|-|Xi+f |i+i} for all i in (1 ,2 ,---jc}. Note 
th a t if a bond of {Bi, B2. • • •, Bc} meets C[u, u], then the bond must also meet 
P . As each of {B u  B2, • • • ,B k, B L| J+l, B L| J+2, • • •, B L| J+fc} meets C[ti,r] and
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|P | <  \C[u, u]| =  k, there is an edge of P  contained in at least three bonds of 
{B UB 2, - • - ,£ fc,.BL| j+i,.BL| J+2,--- ,.B L§j+/fc}; a contradiction. Thus \P\ =  
|C[u, u]|. This proves (i). Now based on (i) and using the fact that C  is a 
longest cycle of G, it is not difficult to prove (ii) and (iii). □
Lemma 2.2.4 gives rise to the following useful lemma.
(2.2.5) Lemma. Let G be a 2-connected graph with jiT(G)| =  \c c '. Then G is 
a series-parallel network.
P ro o f. Suppose that G is not a series-parallel network. Let C  be a longest cycle 
of G . and let Pi, P2, • ■ •, Pm be all of the chordal paths of C. Since it is a trivial 
case when c <  3, we may also assume that c >  4. For each i. let u, and vt be the 
endvertices of P,. By Lemma 2.2.4 (ii), we know that, for each i, the set {ut, v,} 
is a vertex cut of G. Moreover, p  — C(ui,Vi). and C(i\,Ui) belong to
three different components of G — (u,, c*}. For each i. let Ht be the component of 
G — {uj, rt} containing Pt — (ut, ut}, and let G, be the subgraph of G induced by 
V (H t) U (ui, I;*}. Let G’ be the graph obtained from G by replacing each Gi by 
an edge utL\. Note here that we allow an edge ulvl to be repeated. From Lemma
2.2.4 (ii), it is not difficult to see that G' is a series-parellel network. Since G 
is not a series-parallel network, there is a graph G,, for some i, such that the 
graph obtained from G' by replacing the edge utVi by G, is not a series-parallel 
network. This implies that either Gj or GiUuiVi contains a subdivision of as a 
subgraph. Applying Lemma 2.2.4 (iii) to either case, we deduce a contradiction.
□
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Let G be a 2-connected graph with |P(G )| =  |cc*. The last lemma ensures 
that G has a dual graph Gm. Combining this fact and Lemma 2.2.3, we have the 
following lemma.
(2.2.6) Lem m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with |P(G )| =  |cc*, where 
c* =  2r  for some positive integer r. Then G has r edge-disjoint c-cycles that 
cover all edges of G. □
The following lemma is elementary.
(2.2.7) Lem m a. Suppose that Pi and P2 are two (u.v)-paths and {Pi| > |P2|. 
Then there are two vertices u' and v' in V(Pi) fl V(P2) such that V(u'P\v') D 
V(P2) =  V{u'P2v') n  l '(P i)  =  {u'? v’} and \u'Piv'\ > \u'P2v'\. □
Next is a technical lemma that will be used frequently.
(2.2.8) Lem m a. Let G be a 2-connected graph with IPXG)! =  ^cc*. Suppose 
that P  is a longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c-cycles o f G. Let u 
and v be the endvertices of P . Then every c-cycle of G contains il and v. and 
every (u,v)-path of G has length either |P | or c — |P |.
P roof. Let C  be a c-cycle such that P  is a chordal path of C, let X  =  C[u, r]. 
and let Y  =  C[v, u]. We may assume that 1*1 <  |V|. By Lemma 2.2.4 (i), we have 
1^ 1 =  1*1 < |c . Suppose that D  is a c-cycle of G that avoids either u  or v. Let 
uQiu' be a path joining u and D, and let vQ2v’ be a path joining v and D. Clearly, 
one of the paths uQiu’ and vQ2v' has length at least one, and either D[u', t/] or 
D[v', it'] has length at least |c . We may assume that \D[u', u']| > |c . Now we have 
a path uQiu'D[u', v^v'Q iv  of length at least | c + 1. Let Q = uQiu'D [u\ v']v'Q2v. 
If Q and Y  are internally disjoint, then Q U 1' is a cycle of length exceeding c; a
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contradiction. Thus Q and Y  are not internally disjoint. Now, by Lemma 2.2.4
(ii), we have V(Q  u D) n  Y (P )  =  {u, i/}. Thus the path P  U  uQ\u’ U  vQiv' is a 
chordal path of D  which is longer than P; a contradiction.
Let Z  be a (u,u)-path of G. Note that |A | =  |P | and |Y'| =  c — |P |. Assume 
that \Z\ 7^  |A'| and \Z\ ^  |Y'|. By Lemma 2.2.4 (i), the path Z  is not a chordal 
path of C. Moreover, we know that there is no path joining C(u, v) and C(v. u) in 
G — (u, i’}, otherwise we can find a c-cycle not containing {u, t/}, a contradiction. 
Now. we can conclude that either (1) Z  and A' are internally disjoint, and Z  and 
Y' are not internally disjoint, or (2) Z and Y  are internally disjoint, and Z and 
A' are not internally disjoint.
In case (1), if |Z | >  |Y'|. then A” U  Z  is a cycle of length exceeding c, a 
contradiction. Thus jZ| < |Y'|. By Lemma 2.2.7, there are two vertices U\ and 
Ci in Y  such that u iZ fi is a chordal path of C, and |u iZ t'i| < |u iT fi |. By 
Lemma 2.2.4 (i), we have \uxZ v x\ =  |P '| where the two paths in C  joining ui and 
i'i are u iY vi and P '. Thus uxZ v x U  uii't*! is a c-cycle not containing (u, c } ;  a 
contradiction.
By applying the same argument in case (1), it is easy to show that case (2) 
does not occur. Thus the lemma is proved. □
Next we shall define a family of graphs which will be used as the basic building 
blocks for constructing all 2-connected graphs G with |2?(G)| =  |cc*. 
D efinition. Let I and r  be positive integers, and let Qe(l,r) denote the set of 
graphs G satisfying the following:
(i) e is an edge of G and every' cycle containing e has length I + 1: and
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(ii) there is a  subset {Ci, C2, • - •, Cr} of the set of cycles of G  containing e such 
that UrJ=lE(Cj)  = E(G)  and E(Ct) n  E(Cj)  =  {e} for all distinct i and j .
The following two lemmas explore some properties of this type of graph.
(2.2.9) Lem m a. Let G be a graph in Qe(l, r).
(i) G is a series-parallel network.
(ii) I f  B  is a bond of G containing e and I >  1, then G /(B  — e) e  Qe(l — l , r ) .
(iii) G* € fic( r , /).
(iv) I f C  is a cycle o f G containing e and r > 1, then G \(C  — e) € fte(/, r  — 1).
(v) I fG  is not a 2-cycle, then either G \e has a cut-vertex, or there art two cycles 
C\ and C2 o f G containing e such that the paths C i\e  and C2\e  are internally 
disjoint.
P roof. Let u and v be the endvertices of the edge e. Suppose that G is not 
a series-parallel network. Then G has a subgraph which is a subdivision of A'4. 
Now it is not difficult to see that G \e  has two (u, u)-paths Pi and P2 such that 
there is a path of length at least one joining P\ and P2. This ensures that we 
can find two (u, r)-paths of G \e  with different lengths. This contradicts the fact 
that any two cycles of G containing e have the same length. Thus (i) holds.
Let B  be a  bond of G containing e. Since G  is a series-parallel network, the 
bond B  meets every cycle of G containing e in exactly two edges [18]. Thus B  
meets every (u, u)-path of G in exactly one edge. Therefore, every (u, u)-path of 
G /(B  — e) has length I —I. Let C\, C2, • • • ,Cr be the cycles of G containing e such 
that Uj_iE(Cj) = E(G)  and E(Ci) n  E{Cj) = {e} for all distinct i and j .  For 
every i in {1,2, • • •, r}, let Pj =  C,\e, let B  D Pi =  {e*}, and let =  (Pi/ei) U  e.
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Then Cfl ,Cf2, — C T are cycles of G /(B  -  e) containing e. Moreover, |C^| =  I for 
all i, UrJ=lE(Cfj) =  E {G /{B  -  e)), and E(C[) n  P (C ') =  {e} for all distinct i and 
j .  This proves (ii).
Using (ii) and induction, we can show that the graph G has I bonds B i,B 2, * * -, 
Bi containing e that cover all edges of G and that have B t n  B} =  {e} for all 
distinct i and j .  By combining the fact that G \e  consists of r  edge-disjoint 
(u, i/)-paths, and the fact that a bond of G containing e meets every cycle of G 
containing e in exactly two edges, we deduce that every* bond of G containing e 
has size r  +  1. By duality, it is clear that (iii) holds.
Let C  be a cycle of G containing e. Then C  is a bond of G' containing e. 
Using (iii) and (ii), we know that Gm € Qe{r,l) and G*/(C — e) 6 f2e(r — 1,/). 
Thus G \(C  — e) € Qe(L r — 1)- This proves (iv).
To prove (v), we assume that G \e  does not have a cut-vertex. Thus G is not 
a cycle. Let C  be a cycle of G containing e. Since G  is not a cycle, there is a cycle 
of G containing e that is different from C. This implies that C  has a chordal 
path with u as an endvertex. Now, let P  be a longest chordal path of C with u 
as an endvertex. Let w be the endvertex of P  other than u. If w =  v, then P  
and C \e  are internally disjoint, and (v) holds in this case. Thus we may assume 
that w #  v and w is not a cut-vertex of G \e. Let Pi be the path C\e, and let Q 
be the path uPiw. Now P  and Q together form a cycle D  of G. Since w is not 
a cut-vertex of G \e, there is a path R  of G \e  joining D  — {it;} and wP\v — {u;} 
in G \e. Let x  be the endvertex of R  on D. As P  is a longest chordal path of C, 
the vertex x  is not the same as u. Now it is clear that G contains a subdivision
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of AT4; a contradiction to the fact th a t G is a series-parallel network. Thus (v) is 
proved. □
(2 .2 .10 ) L em m a. Let G2  be a graph obtained from a graph G by adding an 
edge in parallel to every edge o fG . I fG 2  U  e E fie(Z, r), then G U  e 6  Qe{l, |r ) .  
P ro o f. Clearly, r  >  2, and if r  =  2, then the lemma holds. Thus we may assume 
that r  > 2. Let e =  uv , E  =  E(G), and E ' =  E(G 2) — E(G). Suppose that Pi is a 
(u,i/)-path of G2. Clearly, \Pi \ =  I. Let E{P\) =  {ei,e2, - • - ,e/}, and, for every i 
in {1, 2, let / j  be the edge parallel to e, such that exactly one of e, and / , is
in E. Thus {/i, / 2, • • •, //} also forms a (u, u)-path P[ of G2. The definition of G2 
implies that, by interchanging some edges between Pi and P(, there are two edge- 
disjoint (u ,r)-paths Qi and Q\ of G2  such that E(Qi) C  E  and E{Q\) C  E'. By 
Lemma 2.2.9 (iv), the graphs (G2\ £ ”(Qi))Ue and (G2\ £ ,(Ql ))Ue are in f2e(/, r —1). 
Now. by induction, there are (u,u)-paths Qi, Q2, • • *, Qi,Qo> ' ‘ ? 
such that U,L1E (Q I) =  E  and =  E '. and the graphs (G2 \E {Q ,)) U e
and (G2 \E{Q\)) Ue are in r — 1) for all i in ( 1,2, • • •. |r } .  Again, by Lemma
2.2.9 (iv), the graph (G2\u ,2=1P(Q |))U e is in fic(L j) . Since G2\U t?=1 E{Q\) =  G. 
the lemma is proved. □
2.3 P roof o f th e  M ain T heorem
The next lemma gives a constructive description of the whole family Qe(/, r) of 
graphs.
(2.3.1) Lemma. A graph G is in Qe(Z, r) if  and only i fG  can be obtained from  
a 2 -cycle with an edge e by a sequence of the following operations:
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(a) in a cycle containing e, replacing every edge except e by two parallel edges: 
and
(b) in a bond containing e, subdixriding every edge except e;
this sequence consists o f r — 1 operations of type (a) and l — l operations of type
(b).
P roof. It is easy to see that a graph G  is in Qe(l, r) if G can be obtained from a
2-cvcle with an edge e by a sequence of the operations as described above. Thus, 
to prove the lemma, we assume that G is a graph in Qe(/,r), and then we shall 
show that G can be obtained from a 2-cycle with an edge e by a sequence of the 
operations as described in this lemma. Clearly, this is true if G is a cycle with an 
edge e. Thus we may assume that G is not a cycle. This also implies that r > 1. 
Let u and v be the endvertices of the edge e. From Lemma 2.2.9 (ii) and (iv), we 
know that, to prove the lemma, it is sufficuient to show' that in G  either
(1) there are two (tz, v)-paths Pi and P2 other than e such that even- edge of 
Pi is parallel to an edge of P2; or
(2) there is a bond B  containing e such that every edge in B  — {e} has an 
endvertex with degree two.
Clearly, the graph G  satisfies (1) if / =  1. Thus let us assume that I > 1. 
Let Ci, C2, • • -, Cr be the cycles of G  containing e such that U±=i E (C t) = E(G) 
and E{Ct) n  E{Cj) =  {e} for all distinct i and j ,  and let X, =  C i\e  for all i 
in {1, 2, - " , r } .  Let H i, H2, -, Hk be the components of G — {it,v}, and let
Gi =  G[V(Hi) U  {it, v}] U  e for all i in {1,2, • • •, k}. It is clear that each X t is 
contained in Gj for some j  in {1, 2, • • •, k}. By Lemma 2.2.9 (iv), we know that
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Gj €  fte(Z, Tj) for all j  in {1 ,2 ,---, k}, where r, is the number of A ,’s in Gy  We 
now prove that G satisfies either (1) or (2) by induction on the number of edges 
of G. It is trivial that G satisfies either (1) or (2) if r  =  2. If Gt satisfies (2) for 
all i in {1,2, - -, k}, then G satisfies (2). Thus we may assume that Gj does not 
satisfy (2) for some Gj. Note that this implies Tj >  2. Without loss of generality, 
let Gj =  G t =  X i U X 2 U - - • U X ri U e. If Gi satisfies (1), then G satisfies (1), 
too. Thus we may also assume that G\ does not satisfy (1), either. Since, by 
Lemma 2.2.9 (i), the graph Gi is a series-parallel network, every pair of AYs in 
Gi are not internally disjoint. Now, by Lemma 2.2.9 (v), the graph G i\e  has 
a cut-vertex w. Let Yt =  u X tw and Zj =  wXiV for all i in {1,2, • • •, n } , and 
let Y  =  (U^Y',) U uiv and Z =  (L l^Z ,) U wv. It is not difficult to see that 
Y' G £luw(h,ri) and Z € for some positive integers li and l2 such that
4- /2 =  I. If both Y  and Z satisfy (1), then Gi satisfies (1); a contradiction. 
Thus we may assume that either Y' or Z  does not satisfy (1). By the induction 
hypothesis, we know that either Y  or Z  satisfies (2). Either case implies that G t 
satisfies (2). This contradiction completes the proof of the lemma. □
The proof of the main theorem will use the next lemma and one further 
proposition.
(2.3.2) Lemma. Let G be a 2-connected graph with |£(G )| =  |cc*, c =  2Z, and 
cm =  2r. for some positive integers I and r, and let P  be a longest chordal path 
among all chordal paths of c-cycles of G. I f  \P\ = I, then, for some k > 2, the 
graph G can be expressed as (GiUu„G2Uuu- • -UuuG/t)\uu where each Gi € flUu(L r,) 
for some Ti with 1 < r, < r, and Ylj=i Tj  =  c’ ■
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P ro o f. Clearly, the lemma holds if / =  1. Thus we may assume that I > 1. 
By Lemma 2.2.6, the graph G has r  edge-disjoint c-cycles C\, C2, • • •, Cr that 
cover all edges of G. Let u and v be the endvertices of P , and let e be an edge 
uv not in G. By Lemma 2.2.8, we know that Ci contains u and v for all i in 
{1,2, * - -, r}. For every i in { 1 ,2 ,- - ,  r}, we define {A,, =  {C,[u, c], C,[r, u]}.
Let {Zi, Z2, • - •, Z 2t} =  {-Vl? X 2, • - -, X r, Fi, V2, ■ - •, Yr). Again, by Lemma 2.2.8, 
every (u. r)-path  of G has length I. Thus \Z\\ =  \Z2\ =  - - • =  \Z2r\ = I- Now, it 
is clear that G U e 6  2r). Suppose that H \, H2, • • •, Hk are the components
of G — {u, c } ,  and let G, =  G[V(Ht) U  {u, u } ]  U  e for all i in {1 .2 ,---, k}.  An 
easy observation is that each Zx U  e is entirely contained in some G}. By Lemma
2.2.9 (iv). we know that Gj € Qe(Lrj) for all j  in {1, 2.-•• .£ } . where r7 is the 
number of A','s in Gj.
Since .V, and Yt are internally disjoint for all i, and, by Lemma 2.2.5. the 
graph G is a series-parallel network, the paths A", and Yt are in two distinct G /s . 
Thus k > 2. It remains to show that 1 <  rt < r. Clearly, rt > 1. Suppose that 
r t > r. Then there is an integer i in {1, 2, • • •, r} such that Gt contains both A', 
and Yii a contradiction. Thus the lemma is proved. □
We now give a description for those 2-connected graphs G with |£(G )| =  |c c ‘.
(2.3.3) P ro p o s itio n . Let G be a 2-connected graph. Then |£T(G) | =  |cc* i f  
and only i f  for some I > 1 and some k > 2 , there are graphs Gi, G2, • - -, G* with 
Gi € Qe(l,ri) such that G or a planar dual of G can be expressed as (Gi U u r  
G2 U u r  • • - U uv Gjt)\e where e =  uv and 1 <  r, < fj)/2 , for all i.
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Proof. First we show that if \E{G)\ =  |cc*, then G  or a planar dual of it can be 
expressed as in the proposition. Clearly, either c or c* is even. By duality, we may 
assume the latter. Let c* = 2 r. It is also clear that G or a planar dual of it can be 
expressed as in the proposition if r  =  1 or c =  2. Thus we assume that r > 1 and 
c >  2. Let P  be a longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c-cycles of G. It 
is clear that |P | < |c . By Lemma 2.3.2, G or a planar dual of it has the specified 
structure when |P | =  |c . Thus we may assume that |P | < |c . Now Lemma 
2.2.6 implies that G consists of r  edge-disjoint c-cycles C\, C2, - • •, CT. Let u and 
v be the endvertices of P . By Lemma 2.2.8. we know that every C, contains u 
and v. Let {A"t, Y'} =  {C,[u, v], C t[r. u]}, where |.V,| < IV'). By Lemma 2.2.8. we 
have |P | =  |AM =  |A'2| =  ••• =  |A’f | < ^c < |Yi| =  |>2| =  ••• =  |l'r |. It is easy 
to see that no two paths from {11. Y2, ■ ■ ■ . Vr } are internally disjoint, otherwise 
G has a cycle of length greater than c, a contradiction. Let Hi = U  e
and Ho =  (U^= l A , )  U  e. Applying Lemma 2.2.7 and Lemma 2.2.4 (i) and using 
the fact that even' c-cycle of G  contains u and v, we deduce that A’, and 
are internally disjoint for all distinct i and j .  Thus V(H\)  n V(Ho) = {u. c}. 
Note that Hi — {u. r} is connected. It is easy to see that every (u ,r)-path  of 
Hi  other than e has length (Vil, and that every (u,u)-path of H2 other than 
e has length |ATi|. Thus Hi  €  Qe(|y 'i|,r) and H2 G fie(|AM,r). Since no two 
paths from {Vi, Y2, •• •, Yr} are internally disjoint, Lemma 2.2.9(v) implies that 
H i\e  has a cut-vertex w. Let G  be a planar embedding of G, and let Fi be 
the face of G that contains the vertices u, v, and w, but is different from the 
infinite face P2. Let G* be the dual graph of the plane graph G, and let u' and
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v' be the vertices of G’ associated with the faces F\ and F2. respectively. Using 
Lemma 2.2.9 (iii), it is not difficult to see that G* has three internally disjoint 
(u ', i/)-paths, say Z\, Z2, and Z3, having the same length r. This also implies 
that Z3 is a  chordal path of the cycle Zi U  Z2 in G ' . Since |Z i U  Z2| =  2r =  c*. 
the cycle Z\ U  Z2 is a longest cycle of G*. Since IZ3I =  r  =  jc*, the chordal 
path Z3 is a longest chordal path among all chordal paths of c*-cycles of G*. We 
now' add an edge in parallel to every edge of G", and let the resulting graph be 
(G*)2. Thus c*((G*)2) =  2c*(G*) =  2c(G) =  2c. By Lemma 2.3.2, w-e know 
that the graph (G*)2 can be expressed as (Hf Uuv  - • • Uuv  f/£ )\u V  for
some k > 2 where each H" € Qu>s(r, lt) for some r  and Z, such that r  > 1, and 
1 < It < (Y.]=i lj)/2 =  2c. By deleting the newly added edges from (G*)2 and 
using Lemma 2.2.10, w’e can get that G* =  (Gj IV y  G£ Uuv  • - - Uuv  Gk)\u'v' for 
some k > 2  where each G‘ G Quv ( r ,  \h ) for some r and I, such that r  > 1 and 
1 < < (Hj=l ~  c■ conclude that G* has the desired form.
We now suppose that G has the form specified in the proposition. It is easy 
to see that G is a series-parallel network. Let e =  uv, and let C  be a longest cycle 
of G. It is clear that every (u, u)-path of G has length Z. Thus, together, a (u, v)- 
path in G i\e  and a (u, v)-path in G2V  form a cycle of length 21. This implies 
that \C\ > 2 1 . Suppose that \C\ > 21. Let uPu' be a path of G joining u and 
G, and let vQv’ be a path of G joining v and C. Since either C[u', v'\ or C[v', u') 
has length at least ^\C\, which exceeds Z, one of the paths uPu'C[u', v']v'Qv and 
uP u'C \v\ u'jv'Qv has length exceeding Z; a contradiction. We now' conclude that 
c(G) =  2Z.
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Since, for each i in {1, 2,-•* ,£}, the graph Gt\e  consists of r, edge-disjoint 
(u, u)-paths, the graph G consists of rj edge-disjoint (u,u)-paths. say Q u 
Q 2, • • •, Qn, where n =  E j = l ry  * s^  a  bond of G that separates u and v must 
meet each of the QiS  in at least one edge, we have c*(G) > n. Let C m be a 
largest bond of G. Suppose that C* separates u and v, and suppose that C m 
meets some Qi in more than one edge. We may assume that Qi is in G i\e. Pick 
a path, say Q}, from {Qi, Q2, • - •, Qn} such that Q} is not in G i\e . Note that, 
in a series-parallel network, if a bond meets a cycle, then they meet in exactly 
two edges. But Qt U  Qj is a cycle that meets C *  in more than two edges: a 
contradiction. Thus C* meets each of the s in exactly one edge, so |C ’ | =  n. 
Suppose that C m does not separate u and v. Then C* must lie entirely in G ,\e. 
for some i. Let P t, P2, • • •, Pr, be r, edge-disjoint (u,u)-paths in G j\e. Clearly. 
\jrj=lPj =  E(Gi\e). Since, for each Pir there is a cycle of G containing P,. the 
bond C* meets P, in at most two edges. Now, it is clear that |C*| < 2r, < n. 
We conclude that c*(G) =  n =  H*= lr S i n c e  the graph G is formed by n 
edge-disjoint (u, u)-paths of length /, we have (PCG)! =  nl = |c(G)c*(G).
Finally, we suppose that G* has the form specified in the proposition. By 
applying the same argument as above, we deduce that c(G*) =  21 and c'(G ') =  n. 
Thus c*(G) =  21 and c(G) =  n. Again, we have |£r(G)| =  |c(G)c*(G). □
Theorem 2.1.1 is an immediate consequence of the last proposition and 
Lemma 2.3.1.
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C hapter 3 
Large C ircuits in  M atroids
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we first consider the following question: given a matroid M  with 
a large circuit C  and e € E (M ), does M  have a large circuit containing e? It is 
clear that if C  and e are contained in different components of M , then the answer 
is negative. Thus we assume that M  is connected and prove the following result.
(3.1.1) Theorem . Let M  be a connected matroid with at least two elements and 
let C be a a maximum-sized circuit of M . Then every element of M is contained 
in a circuit of size at least j +  1.
We then extend this result to the 3-connected case as follows.
(3.1.2) Theorem . Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with a maximum-sized 
circuit C of size at least four. Then every element of M  is contained in a circuit 
of size at least |”^ -"| -F 2 .
The proofs of Theorem 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 will be given in Section 3.4. Notice 
that the bound in Theorem 3.1.1 is attained by considering the cycle matroids of 
those graphs that consist of a cycle together with an single edge e that is a chord 
of the cycle. Let G be a simple graph shown in Figure 1. I t is obtained from the 
cycle v\Vz ■ ■ ■ vAk by adding the edge Vk+xv3k+i, the edge vxvi for all i in {Ar +  2, A:-F 
3, • • •, 3A:}, and the edge v2k+iVj for all j  in (3A:+2,3A:+3, • • -, 4&, 2,3, • • •, k}. The 
cycle matroid of G is 3-connected and has a maximum-sized circuit of size 4A:. It 
can be easily checked that the maximum-sized circuit containing the edge vxV2k+i 
has size 2 k + 2. Therefore the bound in Theorem 3.1.2 is also best-possible.
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It is natural to generalize the original question by considering whether in 
a  connected matroid with a large circuit there is a  large circuit containing k 
specified elements. But if three edges in a graph are incident with the same 
vertex, then there is no cycle containing all three edges. It follows tha t the 
answer to this modified question is negative for all k  > 3. Moreover, when k  =  2, 
the following example (see [20, Example 9.3.17]) shows the answer is also negative 
for 3-connected matroids.
Figure 1. The longest cycle containing V\V2k+i has length 2k +  2.
(3.1.3) E xam ple. Let r  be an integer exceeding two and Nr be the vector 
matroid of the following matrix over GF{2):
Qi #2 ■ * ■ ®r b\ 62 63 . . .  br
0 1 1 ••• 1 '
1 0 1 ••• 1
It 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 0
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It is not difficult to check that the maximum-sized circuits containing both ai 
and &i have size four, but the maximum-sized circuits of Nr are of size r. □ 
The matroid Nr in the last example is binary but, for r  >  4, it is not graphic. 
Next we consider the graphic case. The following theorem implies that, for a 3- 
connected graphic matroid M  with a large circuit, every pair of distinct elements 
of A/  is contained in a large circuit. This theorem will be proved in Section 3.5.
(3.1.4) T heorem . Let C be a longest cycle of a Z-connected simple graph G. 
Then every pair of distinct edges o f G is contained in a cycle o f length at least 
| \ / | £ ( C ) | - 2 |+ 2 .
We shall give an example in Section 3.5 to show that the bound given in the 
previous theorem is sharp.
The following result is an immediate consequence of a result of Ding, Oporowski. 
Oxley, and Yertigan [10, Theorem 3.1].
(3.1.5) T heorem . Let C be a maximum-sized circuit of a Z-connected matroid. 
Then M  has a Z-connected minor N  in which C is a spanning circuit of .V. □
We shall extend this theorem by showing that the 3-connected minor N  that 
is spanned by C can also be required to contain a specified element. But N  
cannot be required to contain two specified elements. For example, let M  be 
the cycle matroid of the graph in Figure 2 and let C  be a maximum-sized 
circuit of M , where C  =  (e i,e 2, —  ,£ 1 2}- It is easy to check that every 3- 
connected minor of M  using C u {i 1,2:2} does not have C a s a  spanning circuit.
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Figure 2. No 3-connected minor using { x i , x 2} 
has eie2 • - - ei2 as a hamiltonian cycle.
However, we can prove the following:
(3.1.6) Theorem. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid with a maximum-sized
circuit C . and let X  C  E(M)  — C, where 1 <  |„Y | <  3 .  Then .1 /  has a 3 -
connected minor N  with the following properties:
(i)  C U . V C  £ ( . V ) ;
(ii) C is a circuit o f X ;
(iii) C  U  X  spans X ;  and
(iv) r (X)  < |C| +  |-Y| -  2 .
Theorem 3.1.6 will be an important tool in the proofs of Theorems 3.1.2 and 
3.1.4.
The restriction that X  has size at least three in the previous theorem is 
necessary. In fact, the theorem will fail for some cographic matroids if |A'| > 3. 
This will be illustrated by an example in Section 3.4. Howrever, if we focus 
attention on graphic matroids, Theorem 3.1.6 can be extended as follows. The
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proof of this result will be given in Section 3.5. where we shall also present a 
counterexample showing that the theorem fails if |AT| > 5.
(3.1.7) Theorem . Let M  be a 3-connected graphic matroid with a maximum­
sized circuit C, and let X  C  E(M)  — C, where 1 < |AT| <  5. Then M  has a 
3 -connected minor N  with the following properties:
(i) C U X  C E{N):
(ii) C  is a circuit of N ;
(iii) C  U X  spans _V; and
( i v ) r ( X ) <  | d  +  |-Y |-2 .
3.2 Prelim inaries
The matroid terminology- used here will follow Oxley [20]. In particular, if M  is 
a matroid and T  is a subset of its ground set E { M ), then cl\r(T) will denote the 
closure of T,  and r{T) will denote the rank of T.  For a matroid M,  the simple 
matroid and the cosimple matroid associated with M  will be denoted by M  and 
A/, respectively. The 3-element circuits and 3-element cocircuits will be called 
triangles and triads. A basic property of matroids that we shall use repeatedly 
is that a circuit and a cocircuit cannot meet in exactly one element. We shall 
refer to this property as orthogonality. A connected matroid M  with at least four 
elements is 3-connected if and only if there is no partition (A", Y )  of E(M)  with 
min{|A'|r IV'I} > 2 such that r(A') + r ( l ')  — r(M) < 1, or equivalently, such that 
r ( X ) + r - p O - | . Y |< l .
Next we present some lemmas that will be used in the proofs of Theorems 3.1.6 
and 3.1.7. The first of these was proved by Bixby [1].
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(3 .2 .1) Lem ma. Let e be an element o f a 3 -connected matroid M . Then M /e  
or M \e  is 3-connected. □
The following is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma (see. for 
example, [26, Lemma 4.2]).
(3 .2 .2) Lem ma. Let M  be a 3 -connected matroid. I f  (a, 6, c} is a triangle of 
M  and (6, c, d} is a triad of M , then M /d  is 3-connected. □
The next lemma is a result of Lemos [16].
(3 .2 .3) Lem m a. Let M  be a 3 -connected matroid with at least four elements 
and let C * be a cocircuit of M  such that, fo r all e in C ' , the matroid M /e  is not 
3-connected. Then C ' meets at least two distinct triangles of M . □
Leo [17] extended this result. The following is a consequence of his extension.
(3.2 .4) Lemma. Suppose that M  is a 3-connected matroid with at least four 
elements. Let C * be a cocircuit of M  and f  be an element of C ’ . I f  M /e  is not 
3-connected for every e € C — { /} . then C ' meets a triangle of M . □
The proof of the following lemma is straight forward.
(3.2 .5) Lemma. Let M  be a 3-connected matroid and let {a.b.c.d} be a subset 
of E(M)  such that a, b, c, and d are collinear. Then, M \e  is 3-connected, for 
all e in {a, b, c, d}. □
3.3 Som e Technical Lem m as
The purpose of this section is to prove some technical lemmas that will be used 
in the proofs of Theorems 3.1.6 and 3.1.7. Throughout the section, it is assumed 
that M  is a 3-connected matroid with a maximum-sized circuit C  and a subset 
X  = {x\ ,X 2 , ■ • •, X*} of E ( M ) — C,  and tha t N  is a 3-connected minor of M  that
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uses C u  AT, has C a s a  circuit, and has (P^iV)! as small as possible. Thus N  has 
properties (i) and (ii) of Theorems 3.1.6 and 3.1.7. We shall show that N  also 
has properties (iii) and (iv) of these theorems provided that either k < 3, or M  
is graphic and k  <  5.
(3.3.1) Lemma. I f  C* is a cocircuit o f N  that avoids C, then every triangle 
of X  meeting C* avoids C.
Proof. Suppose that T  =  {e1? e2, e3} is a  triangle of N  that meets C*. By 
orthogonality, T  meets C* in at least two elements. Assume that el5e2 € C* 
and e3 € C. Then, by circuit elimination, there is a circuit C\ of N  such that 
Ci C  (C u  T) — {e3}. Since e! and e2 are contained in a cocircuit Cm, the circuit 
Ci must contain both ei and e2. Again, by circuit elimination, there is a circuit 
C2 of -V such that C2 C  (TU  Ci) — {ei}. As C2 contains neither ei nor e2. and 
C2 C C, it follows that C2 =  C. Now it is easy to see that Ci =  (C U T) — {e3} 
and |Ci | =  |C | +  1. This contradicts the fact that C  is a maximum-sized circuit 
of .V. □
(3.3.2) Lemma. Suppose that C ' is a cocircuit o f N  that avoids C u  A'. Then
(i) for all e in C ', the matroid N /e  is not 3-connected; and
(ii) if  T  is a triangle of N  and f  6  T n C ’ , then f  is in a triad of N  that contains 
two elements of X .
Proof. Suppose that N /e  is 3-connected for some e € C*. Note that N /e  
contains C  U  X  and has C as a circuit. Since N /e  is a minor of M  with fewer 
elements than N , the matroid N /e  is not 3-connected. Let Pi, P2, • • •, Pn be the 
nontrivial parallel classes of N /e. If, for some i, P, contains an element d of C.
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then N  has a triangle containing e and d. By Lemma 3.3.1, we know that this 
is impossible. Thus C  and Pi are disjoint for all i. If. for some i, Pt contains 
two elements, say x x and X2, of X ,  then 7\ =  {e, x i ,x 2} is a triangle of N  and 
T iD C '  =  {e}; a contradiction. Thus, for all i, Pt meets A' in at most one element. 
Now, for all i, choose p, € Pt such that p, €  A' if \P, D Aj =  1. We may assume 
that N /e  =  N /e \  U ”= l  (Pi — pl). Since C  is a circuit of N /e  and X  C  E(N/e) .  
the choice of N  leads to a contradiction. Hence, for all e in C ', the matroid N/e  
is not 3-connected. This proves (i).
Let T  be a triangle of N  and /  be an element of T  n  C*. From (i) and 
Lemma 3.2.1. we know that N \ f  is 3-connected. Certainly, N \ f  is not 3- 
connected. since N \ f  contains C ll.V  and has C  as a circuit. Let Si, S2, • • Sm 
be the nontrivial series classes of .V \/. Suppose that, for some i, S, meets C. Let 
f i  be in S t n  C  and f 2 be in S, — { /1}. As T ’ =  { / . / i , /? }  is a triad. / 2 is also 
in C. Since /  € T  D T m. it follows, by orthogonality, that either f \  or / 2 is in T: 
a contradiction to Lemma 3.3.1. Thus, for all i, S l and C are disjoint. To prove
(ii). it suffices to show that |S, n  Aj > 2, for some i, because a set that consists 
of /  and any two elements of Si is a triad of N.  Assume that, for all i, S, meets 
X  in at most one element. Now, for all i. choose s* G Si such that s, £ Si n  A' if 
Si contains an element of A-. We may assume that
m
W  =  A r \ / /U ( S i - » i ) -t=l
But N \ f \ s i  has S ,—st as a set of coloops. Thus N \ f \ s i / ( S i - S i )  =  N \ f \ s i \ ( S t — 
Si). Hence Ni  =  ( N \ f ) \ { s i ,  s2, • • •, sm} =  Ar\  (J^ i Si. Since Ni  is a restriction of
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N \ f  and C  is a  circuit of N x, it follows that C  is a circuit of the matroid N \ f ,  
which is 3-connected matroid and contains X ; a contradiction. □
(3.3.3) Lem ma. The matroid N  is spanned by C  U  X  provided that k  <  3. 
Proof. Let X  = {xi,x2, • - - , xfc} where 1 <  k  < 3. Assume that the lemma 
fails and take a cocircuit C m of N  that avoids C  U  AT. By Lemma 3.3.2 (i) 
and Lemma 3.2.3. there are two distinct triangles T\ and T2 that meet C m, and. 
by orthogonality, each of 7\ and T2 meets C '  in at least two elements. Let 
Tx =  {e1,e2,e3} and T2 =  (e4. e5,e6}, where ei, e2, e4. and e5 are in C*. By 
Lemma 3.2.5. we know that {el?e2} ^  {e4,e 5}. Thus we may assme that e5 £ 
{ei,e2}. Now. by Lemma 3.3.2 (ii). there are triads 7 \\ T2 , r 4*. and T~ of 
.V containing e\, e2, e4, and e.5. respectively, and each contains two elements 
of Ar . It is easy to see that e3.e6 € A', and that e3 ^  e6- Without loss of 
generality, let e3 =  x\ and ee = x2. If e4 ^  {ei,e2}. then, by orthogonality. 
k = 3. 7\* =  {e i,x i,x3}, and T2* =  {e2,x i .x 3}. It follows, from the dual version 
of Lemma 3.2.5, that N /e  1 is 3-connected; a contradiction. Thus e4 €  {ej.e2} 
and we may assume that e4 =  e2. Xow it is easy to see that r x* =  { e t.x 1.X3}. 
T2* =  {e2,x l ,x 2}, and T5* =  {e5.x 2,x 3}. Let S  = {ei,e2,e3,x l ,x 2,x 3}. Xow we 
have r(S ) +  r*(S) — |S | < 1. Thus N  is not 3-connected; a contradiction. □
(3.3.4) Lem ma. Let C* be a cocircuit of N  that avoids C. Suppose that 
C* H X  =  {x} and e € C" — {x}. Then
(i) N \e  is not 3-connected;
(ii) N /e  is not 3-connected;
(iii) if N /e  is 3-connected, then e is in a triangle of N  that contains two elements
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o f X  including x;
(iv) i f  N \e  is 3-connected and e is in a triangle of N , then e is in a triad of X  
that contains two elements of X ; and
(v) i f  T  is a triangle of N  that meets C* but does not contain x , then T  contains 
an element of X  other than x.
Proof. Since C  U X  is a restriction of A'\e and C  is a circuit of N , the choice 
of .V implies that :V\e is not 3-connected. Thus (i) holds.
By orthogonality, e is not in cl.v(C) and we deduce that C  is a circuit of X/e.  
Thus X / e  is not 3-connected. This proves (ii).
Xow suppose that X/e  is 3-connected. Let Pi, P2, • • •, and P„ be the nontrivial 
parallel classes of X/e.  By Lemma 3.3.1, every triangle of X  meeting C* avoids 
C.  This implies that, for all 1. P, and C  are disjoint. Assume that, for all i. Pt 
contains at most one element of A', and choose p, Pt such that p, G P, n  X  if P, 
contains an element of A". We may assume that X / e  =  -\ye\U "=1 (P, — pl). Since 
C  is a circuit of X /e  and A” C E(X/e) ,  the choice of .V leads to a contradiction. 
Hence, for some i. Pt contains at least two elements of X .  Thus e is in a triangle 
of X  that contains two elements of X  and, by orthogonality, x  is included in this 
triangle. This proves (iii).
By applying the same argument in the proof of Lemma 3.3.2 (ii), it is easy to 
show (iv).
To prove (v), we assume that T  =  {ei, e2, e3} is a triangle of N  that meets 
C* but does not meet X .  We may also assume that ei, e2 €  C*. Note that e3 £  A'.
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If iV\ei is 3-connected. then, by (iv), ei is in a triad of N  that contains two 
elements of X .  By orthogonality, T  contains at least one element of X.  Thus we 
may assume that N \e i  and :V\e2 are not 3-connected. Now, by Lemma 3.2.1, we 
know that N/ei  and N/e 2 are 3-connected. Thus, by (iii), each of ei and e2 is in 
a triangle of N  that contains two elements of X  including x. Let T\ =  {x, ei, xi} 
and T2 =  (x, e2, x2} be those two triangles. By Lemma 3.3.1, we have e3 £  C.  
Thus, C  is a restriction N \e 3. Moreover, since e3 £  X ,  X  C E (N \e 3). Hence. 
N \e 3 is not 3-connected. By the dual version of Lemma 3.2.3, there are two 
distinct triads T{ and T2 of N  meeting T. Let IT =  {x,xi,X2,e i,e 2-e3}. By 
orthogonality, we deduce that 7\’ and T2 contain only elements in \V. Now it 
easy to check that r(U ') +  r*(lt') — |IT| <  1: contradicting the fact that .V is 
3-connected. Thus T  meets A' and x3 6  A' — {x}. This proves (v). □
3.4 Proofs o f th e M atroid T heorem s  
We begin this section by proving Theorem 3.1.1.
P roof o f Theorem  1.1.1. Assume that the theorem fails. Let M  be a 
counterexample in which there is no circuit of size at least + 1 containing 
an element x of M . Clearly x £ C. Since M  is connected, M  has a circuit that 
contains x and meets C. Let C\ be such a circuit in which \C\ — C\ is as small 
as possible. Clearly \Ci (~\C\ < pf^], so \C — Ci\ > . Let y € CC\C\. Then
there is a circuit C2 such that x 6  C2 C (C u C i)  — y. Since x G C\ O C2, there is 
a circuit C3 such that C3 C (C1UC2) — x. Now', either (i) C3 contains an element 
z in C\ — C, or (ii) C3 =  C.
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In case (i), since z € C\ D C3 and x  £  C3, there is a circuit C4 such that 
x  G C4 C  (Ci U  C3) — { 2 }. This contradicts the choice of Ci. We conclude that
(i) does not occur.
In case (ii). since C  =  C3 C (Ci UC2) — {x}, we must have that Ci ^  C  — C i. 
Xow. since x  € Ci and \C — C\ \ > [" ^ j, we have IC2I > |C — Ci| + 1  > +  1;
a contradiction to the choice of M. □
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  3.1.6. Let N  be a 3-connected minor of M  that uses 
C U A' and has C as a circuit, in which l-EX-V)! is as small as possible, and let 
-V =  {x 1, Xi- * • •, Xfc}, k < 3. By Lemma 3.3.3, it suffices to prove the theorem 
by showing that r(.V) < \C\ + |A’| — 2. Assume the contrary. Thus r(.Y) > 
|C| +  |A'| — 2. Since .V is spanned by C u  AT, it follows that r(.V) =  |C| -I- |A'| — I. 
Xow. for all x, in A', we define the set C* by C ’ =  E(N)  — c l\{ (C U A') — {x,}). 
Clearly, for all i. C* is a cocircuit of N  that avoids C  and C* n  A' =  {x,}. We 
shall first show that
(1) every element in A' is contained in a triangle of A'.
Suppose that (1) is false. We may assume that xi is not contained in any 
triangle. Consider C{. If. for some e in C[ — {xi},  the matroid X/e  is 3-connected, 
then, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), e is in a triangle of N  that contains two elements of A' 
including Xi; a contradiction. Thus N/e  is not 3-connected for all e in C{ — {xt } . 
Xow by Lemma 3.2.1 N \e  is 3-connected for all e in C{ — {xi}. By Lemma 3.3.4
(ii) and Lemma 3.2.4, there is a triangle T\ of N  meeting C{. By Lemma 3.3.4
(v), Ti contains an element, say x2, of A  — {xi}. Xow let T\ =  {ei,e2,X2}. By 
orthogonality, e i,e2 € C\. Since N \e \  is 3-connected, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), ei is
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in a triad T* of N  that contains two elements of X .  Similarly, e2 is in a  triad Tj of 
N  that contains two elements of X .  By applying the dual version of Lemma 3.2.5 
and orthogonality, it is easy to see that T* and TJ meet in at exactly one element, 
which is x2, and A' =  (x t , x2, x3}. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that TJ =  {e1,x l ,x 2} and TJ =  {e2,x 2,x 3}.
Xow consider CJ. Let /  G CJ — {x2}. If N f f  is 3-connected, then /  £  {ei, e2} 
and, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), /  is in a triangle Ti of N  containing two elements of 
X  including x2. Thus T2 contains / ,  x2, and an element in X  — {x2}. Hence 
Ti is either {/,X !,x2} or { / ,x 2,x 3}- If T2 =  { / ,x l?x2}, then T2  n TJ =  {x2}; a 
contradiction. If T2 =  { /, x2,x 3}, then T2 n Tj =  {x2}; another contradiction. 
Therefore, .V // is not 3-connected for all f  in Co— {x2}. Again, by Lemma 3.2.1. 
X \ f  is 3-connected for all /  in C2 — {x2}. Moreover, since x2 is in a triangle of A*, 
it follows that -V/x2 is not 3-connected. By Lemma 3.2.3. C2 meets two distinct 
triangles of .V. Let T3 be one of those two triangles that is different from T\. 
By Lemma 3.2.5, there is an element e3 in T3 n  Cj but not in {ei.e2.x 2}. Since 
X \e 3 is 3-connected, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), e3 is in a triad TJ of .V containing 
two elements of X . By orthogonality, T3* certainly does not contain x2. Thus 
TJ =  {e3,x i ,x 3}. Again, by orthogonality, either {e3,x i}  C T3 or {e3,x 3} C T3. 
Since i i  is not contained in any triangle, {e3,x i}  £  T3. Thus {e3,x 3} C T3. Since 
|T3 n T j | > 2, e2 is in T3. Thus T3 =  {e2,e3,x 3}. Let S  = {e i,e2,e3,x ! ,x 2,x 3}. 
Then r (S ) +  r*(S) — |5 | <  1; a  contradiction to that N  is 3-connected. This 
proves (1).
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We show next that
(2) every triangle of N  that meets A' must contain two elements of X.
Suppose that there is a triangle T4 that meets X  in only one element, say 
Xi. We may assume that TA =  {x!,e4,e5}, where e4 € C \. First suppose that 
e5  € C*. Note that, by Lemma 3.3.4 (i), N \e 4 and :V\e5 are not 3-connected. 
If -V/e4 is 3-connected, then, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), there is a triangle T[ of .V 
that contains e4 and two elements of A" including Xi- This implies that T[uT \ is 
contained in a line. By Lemma 3.2.5, iV\e4 is 3-connected; a contradiction. Thus 
iV/e4 is not 3-connected. Hence, by Lemma 3.2.1, iV\e4 is 3-connected. Similarly, 
A '\e5 is also 3-connected. Now, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iv) and orthogonality, each of 
e4 and e5 is in a triad of .V that contains two elements of A' including x t. The 
dual version of Lemma 3.2.5 implies that these two triads have only one common 
element xi. Therefore, we may assume that these two triads are T4 =  {e4.x i.x 2} 
and T* =  { e 5 . x 1 . x 3 } .  This also implies that X  =  { x ! . X 2 . x 3 } .  Let T5 be a 
triangle of .V that contains x2. By orthogonality and Lemma 3.2.5, it is easy 
to see that either T5 =  {xi,X2,x 3}. or T3 =  {x2,e4.ee}, for some e6 in Q  -  T4. 
In the former case, by Lemma 3.2.2, -V/e4 is 3-connected; a contradiction. Thus 
T$ =  {x2, e4, ee} and similarly, there is triangle T6 =  {x3, e5, 67}, for some element 
e7 in C* -  r 4. If e6 =  e7, then, by letting W  =  {xi,X2,X3,e4,e5,e6}, we have 
r(lT )+ r*(H ') — |W| < 1; a contradiction. Thuse6 i 1 e7. Now, by the dual version 
of Lemma 3.2.2, N \e & is 3-connected. Thus e6 is in a triad of N  that contains 
two elements of A” including x2. This triad is either {e6,X2,x i}  or {e6-x2, x3}. 
Te H {e6,x 2,x 3} =  {x3}. We conclude that e5 is not in C{.
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Next we shall show that e5 € X . Let us assume that this is false. If -V/e4 is 3- 
connected, then, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii) together with Lemma 3.2.5, e5 € X .  Thus 
we may assume that N fe4 is not 3-connected. Therefore, N \e 4 is 3-connected. 
Hence e4 is in a triad T6* of N  that contains two elements of X  including Xi. 
Without loss of generality, let T6'  =  {e4,X[, x2}. Since, by (1), every element of 
X  is contained in a triangle of N, we may let T7 be a triangle of N  containing 
x2. Let eg be an element of 7V — {xltx2, e4}. Note that e8 € C[, and that T7 is 
either {xi,x2,e8} or {x2,e4,e 8}. If T7 =  {xx,X2, eg}, then, by Lemma 3.2.2, iV/e4 
is 3-connected; a contradiction. Thus T7 = {x2,e 4,eg}. By the dual version of 
Lemma 3.2.2, -V\e8 is 3-connected. Thus e8 is in a triad T7* of .V that contains two 
elements of A'. Clearly, Tj =  {e8,x 2,x 3}. Let Tg be a triangle of N  containing 
x3, and let eg be an element of T8 — {e8,x 2,x 3}. Then either T$ =  {x2,eg.x3} or 
T8 =  {e8,eg,x3}. If T8 =  {x2,e9.x 3}, then, by Lemma 3.2.2, N /e8 is 3-connected. 
a contradiction. Thus 7g =  {e8,e9,x 3}. Note that eg is in Cf emd eg ^  e4. Again, 
we can show that eg is in a triad of N  that contains two elements of A”. But by 
orthogonality, this is impossible. This proves (2).
We now show that
(3) each element of X  is contained in two distinct triangles of N.
Assume that xi is contained in only one triangle, say Tg. From (2), we know 
that Tg must contain an element of X  — {xi}, say x2. Since Xi is contained 
in a triangle, N /x  1 is not 3-connected. By Lemma 3.3.4 (ii) and Lemma 3.2.3, 
there is a triangle T10 of N  meeting C{ and other than Tg. Since Xi is contained in
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only one triangle, 7\ 0 avoids Xx. Now, by (2), we know that T \o avoids A”. This 
contradicts Lemma 3.3.2 (v). Thus (3) holds.
Using (1), (2), and (3), we can now conclude that there are three trian­
gles Tn = { x i , e u , x 2}, TX2 =  {x2,e 12,x3}, and T13 =  {xx,e13,x 3}, where eu , 
e12, and et3 are distinct. Note that {xi,exi,e13} C C{,  {x2,e u ,e i2} C C\.  
and {x3,e 12,e 13} C Q ,  and that en  £ Q ,  ei2 £  C{, and e13 £  C\.  By 
circuit elimination, there is a circuit Ci C (Tn U 7\2) — {x2}. By orthogo­
nality, Ci =  { x i,en ,e i2,x 3}. Now consider Tn  and Ci- There is a circuit 
C? C {x i , en , e i 2 , en}  and it is easy to see that either C2 =  { e n ,e l2,e 13} or 
C2 =  {xi, en , e12, ei3}.
Next we show that
(4) there are two distinct triads that use only the elements in { x ^ x ^ .x ^ e n . 
e 12- e i 3 } .
Assume the contrary. Note that -V\en, N \e i2, and -V\e13 are not 3-connected. 
If C2 =  {en! ^12; ei3h  then, by the dual version of Lemma 3.2.3, there are two dis­
tinct triads of N  that meet C2 and use only the elements in {xl5 x2, x3, eu . e12. ei3}. 
Thus C2 =  {x i,eu ,e i2,e 13}. By the dual version of Lemma 3.2.4, there is 
a triad T *2 meeting C2. Orthogonality ensures that 7\*2 is either {x1? exx, e13}, 
{x2, eu,  e12}, or {x3, e12, ei3}. If T [ 2  =  {x1} en,  el3}, then N \x i  is not 3-connected. 
Now we can find another triad of N  that meets C2 and uses only elements in 
{x1,x 2,x 3,e 1i,e i2,e i3}; a contradiction. Therefore T12 is either {x2,en ,ex2} or 
{x3, e12, ex3}- Without loss of generality, we may assume that T12 =  {x2, exx, e12}.
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Similarly, we can show that {x2,e i i ,e 12,e 13} is a circuit, and this implies that 
either {xi, en , el3}, or {x3,e i2,e i3} is a triad. Now it is clear that (4) holds.
To complete the proof, we let Z  =  {xj,x2,X3,e n ,e i2,e i3}. Then r(Z)  + 
r*(Z) — \Z\ < 1; a contradiction. □
We shall now give an example to show that the Theorem 3.1.7 fails for some 
cographic matroids if |X | =  4. A straight forward modification of this example 
shows that the theorem fails for all |A*| > 4 .
V/ v? v3 V /  vn
Figure 3. The graph for Example 3.4.1.
(3.4.1) E xam ple. Let M  be the dual of the cycle m atroid of the graph G in 
Figure 3 and let n be an integer not less than ten. The set B  of edges joining 
{tti,u2, u3} and {ui, u2, • • •, vn} forms a maximum-sized bond of G.  Thus B  is 
a  maximum-sized circuit of M. It is not difficult to check that every' non-trivial
3-connected minor of M  either does not use (x i,x 2,x 3,X4} or does not have 
B  as a circuit. Since { e , f , g , h }  is a cycle of G that avoids B  U (x l5 x2, x3, x4},
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the set {e , f ,g ,  h} is a cocircuit of M  that avoids B  U  {xi,X2,x 3,x 4}. Thus 
B  U  {x i , x 2, x3, x4} does not span A/. □
To prove Theorem 3.1.2, we use a technique, developed by Ding, Oporowski, 
Oxley, and Vertigan in [11], for dealing with arbitrary matroids having a spanning 
circuit.
Let A/ be a matroid and let C  be a spanning circuit of M.  For all x in E(M)  — 
C, the matroid A/|(C U  x) has corank 2 and no coloops. Thus [M\(C U  x)]* is a 
loopless rank-2 matroid. One parallel class of this line is {x} and the remaining 
parallel classes form a partition 7r(x) of C. The cocircuits of [A/|(C U  x)]* are 
all the sets of the form ( C u x ) - P  where P  is a parallel class of [M\{C U  x)]*. 
Thus the set of circuits of M\(C  U  x) is {(C U  x) — P  : P  is a block of 7r(x) or 
P  =  {x}}. Now let n(A/, C)  be the family of partitions (7r(x) : x € E(M)  — C). 
Tw’o members tt( x ) and n{y) of n(A/, C) do not criss if 7r(x) and 7r(y) have blocks 
.4i and .42, respectively, such that .4; U .42 =  C. For IT(A/, C ), the crissing graph 
r(n(A/,C)) is defined as follows: r(II(A/, C)) has vertex set E(M)  — C; an edge 
joins x and y in this graph if and only if x and y are distinct members of E(M)  —C 
for which 7r(x) and 7r(y) criss.
The following is a result of [11].
(3.4.2) L em m a. Let M  be a Z-connected matroid with a spanning circuit C 
and suppose that |is(A/)| >  4. Then r(II(A/, C)) is connected. □
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.2.
P ro o f  o f T h eo rem  3.1.2. Let i b e a n  element of A/. By Theorem 3.1.6, M  
has a 3-connected minor N  in which C  is a spanning circuit of N  and x € E(N).
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Thus to prove the theorem, it suffices to show by that N  has a circuit of size at 
least | ^ j  +  2 containing x.
If x € C, then the theorem certainly holds. Thus we may assume that x £  C.  
Suppose that 7r(x) has k  blocks, say -4l7 -42, • * -, -4*. Clearly k >2.  Then, for all 
z, the set (C U x) — .4, is a circuit of N\(C  U x) containing x. Since Uf=i -4, =  C, 
we have |A ,| <  for some j .  If k >  3, then the circuit (C U x) — has 
size at least \C\ -+- 1 — [ ^ J  >  +  2; the theorem holds in this case. Thus
we assume that 7r(x) has exactly two blocks .4i and -42- Since N  is 3-connected. 
by Lemma 3.4.2, the crissing graph r(II(iV, C)) is connected. Thus there is an 
element y 6 E ( X ) —C  such that 7r(x) and v(y) criss. Now let N x =  -V|(Cu{x, y}). 
Since Art'/ y  =  [.V|(C U x)]’ , which is a line consisting of x and two other parallel 
classes, there are exactly three lines in N f  that contain y. Moreover, the line 
through x and y in .V' contains no other elements. Let £ t and L2 be the two 
lines in .V^  that contain y but not x. Suppose that L\ — y consists of m parallel 
classes and Lo — y consists of n parallel classes. Clearly, m > 1 and n > 1.
First suppose that m > 2 and n > 2. Let Pi and P2 be two parallel classes in 
L\ — y. Let L3 be the line in Nf  that contains x and F l? and let Z,4 be the line in 
iVj that contains x and P2- Since n > 2, there are two parallel classes Q\  and Q2 
in L2  — y such that Q\  is not in L3 and Q2  is not in LA. Let Z,5 be the line in N[ 
that contains Pi and Q and let Lq be the line in N* that contains P2 and Q2. 
Then neither £5 nor L& contains x, and both (Cu{x, y})—£5 and (C u{x, y})—£6 
are circuits of iV |(Cu {x, y}) containing x. Since £sU £6 C C, either [Z.51 <
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or |Z<6| <  L ^J  - Thus, for some i in {5,6}, we have |(C u  {x, y}) — L i \>  | ^ j  +  2. 
Thus the theorem holds when m  > 2 and n >2.
Next suppose that m =  1 or n =  1. We may assume that m =  1. Let Ri be 
the parallel class in L l —y. T hen7r(x) =  { R i , C —Ri}.  Since N ^ / x  — [ i V j ( C U y ) ] * ,  
the set R\  is contained in a parallel class of [ i V | ( C  U  y)}'; that is, there is a block 
Bi  in 7r(y) containing R\.  Thus (C — Ri)  U  =  C ,  which contradicts the fact 
that 7r(x) and ir(y) criss. Hence the theorem is proved. □
3.5 P roofs o f th e  G raph Theorem s
The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.1.4 and Theorem 3.1.7. Before 
embarking on these proofs, we list some definitions and notation. Let G be a 
graph with vertex set V(G),  and edge set E{G). If S  is a subset of E{G), then 
V(S)  will denote the set of vertices that are incident with edges in S. If T  is a 
subset of V'(G), then G\T) will denote the subgraph of G induced by the vertex 
set T.  For any vertex v in G, the set of all vertices adjacent to v is denoted by 
Nc(i')- Let W  be a subset of V‘(G). The graph obtained by removing all vertices 
in IF and their incident edges from G is denoted by G — W.  A bond containing 
exactly three edges is called a triad. The edge set of a cycle of length three is 
called a triangle. Let C  =  x ix 2 - • • x„Xi be a cycle, and let i and j  be integers 
such that 1 < i < j  < n. We use C[xt,Xj\ and C[xJt x,] to represent the paths 
xtxt+i • • -Xj-iXj and XjXj+i • ■ *x„xi • • -x,, repectively. The paths C(x*, x}) and 
C(xj, x ^  are defined to be C[xt , x}\ — {xt, x7} and C[xj, xt] — {xit x7}, respectively. 
We also define C(xt , x7] and C[xt, x7 ) in a similar way. We call a path P  a chordal 
path of a cycle C  if P  contains no edges of C, the endvertices of P  are the only
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vertices of P  in C,  and these endvertices are not neighbors in C.  A chordal path 
Pi crosses another chordal path P2 if Pi meets both components obtained upon 
deleting the endvertices of P2 from the cycle. Let G 1 and G2 be subgraphs of G. 
The union G\ U  G2 of G 1 and G2 is the subgraph with vertex set V'(Gi) U  V(G2) 
and edge set E(G\)  U  E(G2).
In [8], Dirac proved that if G is a 2-connected graph which contains a path of 
length I, then G must contain a cycle of length at least 2\ /7. In fact, this bound 
is sharp (see Bondy and Locke [4]). We list this result as a lemma.
(3.5.1) Lemma. I f  G is a 2-connected graph which contains a path of length I. 
then G contains a cycle of length at least 2\fl. O
P roof o f Theorem  3.1.4. Let e and /  be distinct edges of G. By Theo­
rem 3.1.6, G has a 3-connected simple minor H  with the following properties:
(1) E{C)  U { e , / }  C E(H);
(2) C  is a cycle of H:
(3) H  has a spanning tree whose edges are in E(C)  U {e , / } ;  and
(4) | r ( P ) |  < |P (C )| + 1.
Moreover, if one of e and /  is contained in C, then C  is a hamiltonian cycle of 
H . Clearly, if H  has a cycle D  containing e and / ,  then G  has a cycle containing 
every edge in D. Thus it suffices to prove the theorem in the case when H  = G. 
Now we shall assume that H  =  G  and show that H  has a cycle of length at least 
^yj\E(C)\ — 2] -I- 2 containing e and / .
First consider the case when e and /  are adjacent. Suppose that e and /  meet 
at the vertex v. Since G is 3-connected, G — v is 2-connected. Clearly, G — v
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has a path of length at least \E(C)\ — 2. By Lemma 3.5.1, G — v has a cycle C' 
of length at least 2^J\E[C)\ — 2. This implies tha t C  is a cycle of G avoiding v. 
Since G  is 3-connected, there is a path that contains e and / ,  and the endvertices 
are the only vertices of this path in C'. Now it is clear that G  has a cycle of 
length at least fsJ\E(C)\ — 2 | -I- 2 containing e and / .
Next suppose that e and /  are not adjacent. Let C  =  xix2 * • • x cx\.  If both e 
and /  axe contained in C, then the theorem holds automatically. Thus we may 
assume that either (I) neither e nor /  is contained in C, or (II) e is contained in 
C  but /  is not.
In case (I), property (4) of G implies that every chordal path of C containing 
e or /  has length at most two. Let Pe =  x lPexJ and Pj =  XkP/Xi be two 
chordal paths of C  that contain e and / .  respectively. If Pe and P / cross, then, 
without loss of generality, we can certainly assume that 1 = i < k < j < l .  
Let Ai  =  x ix 2 ■ ■■XkPjXiXi^i • --XjPeii and A 2 =  x kx k+i • • • XjPeXiXc ■ xiPf x k■ 
Then .4i and .42 are cycles of G that both contain {e ,/} . It is easy to check 
that |E(.4i)| +  |£ ‘(.42)| > \E(C)\ +  4. Thus either .4! or .42 has length at least 
l£ c^ -- + 2, which is not less than ^\E(C)\  — 2 +  2. Thus we may assume that Pe 
and Pf  do not cross.
We first consider the case when Pe and Pf  are disjoint and assume that 1 =  
i < j  < k < I. Note that PeuC[xj, xjt]uP/UC[xt, x j  is a cycle B\  of G containing 
both e and / .  Let C\ =  PeuC[xi,Xj] and C2 =  P/UC[iit,X/]. Clearly, C\ and C2 
are two disjoint cycles of G. Relabel C\ and C2 as y\y2 • • • yayi and zxz2 • • • ZbZi, 
respectively. By Menger’s theorem, there are three disjoint paths Qi, Q2, and
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Qz joining C\ and C2. Let Q\ be a (yp, zs)-path, Q2 be a  (yq, zt)-path. and 
Qz be a (yr, zu)-path. Through relabelings of Ci and C2, we may assume that 
1 =  p < q < r with e in the path Ci[yr , yi] and either (i) s > t > u = 1, or (ii) 
s > u > t =  1, with /  in C2[zs, zx\.
In case (i), if =  Cx[yq.yp\ U C2[zs,z t] U Qi U Q2 and D2 = Ci[yr.yq] U 
U Q2 U Qz, then D\ and D2 are cycles of G that contain e and J. 
Moreover, we have |£X^i)l +  \E{D2)\ > (Ci)| +  |£'(C2)| + 6 . Now Di, D2, and
Bi are cycles of G  that contain both e and / ,  and one of these cycles has length 
at least
i(|£-(D,)l + |£’(£>2)| + |£(BI|)) > itIEtC.M + IEfCaJI + e + IFfCfe.itl)!
+ |£ (C (x ,.i ,l) | +  2)
=  i ( |£ (C ) |  +10).
Clearly, this is not less than yJ\E(C)\ — 2 +  2.
In case (ii), if Ei = Ci[yr, yq\u C 2{zu. zt]uQ2uQz, E2 = Ci[yq. yp\ u C 2{zs. zt\u  
Qi U Q2, and E3 = Ci[yr, yp] U C2[zJ,z I1] U Qi U Qz- then E\, E2 and E3 are 
also cycles of G that contain both e and / ,  and +  |-E(£2)| +
> |£'(C,1)| +  |£'(C2)| +  10. Thus one of B\, Eu E2, and E 3 has length at least
i ( |£ ( £ , ) |  +  |£(C ,)( +  |£ (C 2)| +  10) > j ( |£ ( C ) | +  14),
which is not less than yJ\E(C)\ — 2 + 2.
We now consider that case when Pe and Pf are not disjoint. Moreover, we 
may assume that no two chordal paths of C that contain e and / .  respectively.
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are disjoint. As |Vr(G)| <  \E(C)\ +  1 and e and /  are not adjacent, we may 
asume that Pe =  X\evXj and P f =  x^/x*, where v is the vertex not in V{C) 
and 1 < j  < k. Since G is 3-connected, there are at least three edges incident 
with v. Since no two chordal paths of C  that contain e and / ,  respectively, 
are disjoint, it is clear that v has degree three and vxk is an edge of G. Let 
Di = X\X2 • - -Xjfxkvex i and D2 =  XievijfxkXk+i • • -xcxi- Then D\  and D2 are 
cycles of G  that contain both e and / .  Moreover, since G — {x^x*} is connected, 
there is a chord xmxn of C  that crosses X j X k - We may certainly assume that either 
l < m < j < n < k  or j < n < k < m < c .  Consider the former case. Let D3 =  
X j € VXk f  X jX j^ . j  * * *X n X m ^ m — 1 * * ' a n d  D \  X  \ £VXj  f  X  k X k — i X ^ X ^ X ^ — i " ' X  
Then D3 and D4 are cycles of G that contain both e and / .  It is not difficult to 
check that
|£ (D ,)I +  \E{D2)\ +  \E{D3)\ +  |£(Z>4)| >  \E(C)\ + 14.
Thus G has a cycle of length at least p £(c|l - l4'|, which is not less than 
f^ |E (C ) | — 2 1 -1-2. Now consider the case when j < n < k < m < c .  and let D3 =  
XievXjfxkXk-iXnXmXm+i • " x ci i  and D6 = XievXkfXjXj+i ■ ■■xnx mx m+1 • • -xcxi. 
It is clear that £>5 and D6 are cycles of G that contain both e and / ,  and
|£ (A ) I  +  \E(D2)\ +  1 ^ ) 1  +  |£(Z*)| >  IE{C)\ + 16.
Thus G has a cycle of length at least p ^ c]l~l~16j ,  which is not less than 
| y | £ ( C ) | - 2 |+ 2 .
In case (II), C  is a hamiltonian cycle of G. Thus we can certainly assume that 
/  =  Xixm and e =  x fx f+i, where m  < t < c. Since G is 3-connected, there is an
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edge joining the paths C (xx,xm) and C(xm,x x), and, without loss of generality, 
we can also assume that this edge joins the paths C (xx,x m) and C[x£+x,x x). We 
now construct a sequence of edges ex, e2,- e* inductively, where e, =  xatx6t, for 
all i. Initially, ex is defined to be the edge x„1X6l joining C[x£+X,x t) and C (xx, x m) 
such that x6l € {x2, x3, • • • ,xm_x} and 6X is as large as possible. Inductively, 
for all i in {1,2, — 1}, we define e£+x to be the edge joining C[xt+X, xj,t)
and C(x6, ,x m) such that x6t+l € {x6l+x,x 6t+2, * - • ,*m -X} and 6i+x is as large as 
possible. Note that, the choice of ex implies that xa2 must lie on the path C[xx, x ^ ) 
and x a>+l must lie on the path C f x ^ , , x&_), for 2 <  i < k. The sequence ex, e2. 
■ • ejt terminates at e* because, for i = k, there is no edge eI+x satisfying the 
specified conditions. Now, either (a) m =  6* -+- 1, or (b) there is no edge joining 
C[xt^ x,X6t ) and C(xi,k, x m). Next we partition the path C[xx,x&J into segments 
Li, L2, ■ • -. Z.2jfc—i as follows. If k — 1, then set L x =  C[xx,X6j .  If k > 1. then 
set Li = C[xx,x a,]. L2l =  C[xa,+l,x6i], for 1 <  i < k. I 2t- i  =  for
2 < i < k, and L2Jt-i =  C[xi>k_l , x^J. Based on £ x, L2, - • -, L2k-i- we construct 
a sequence of paths Sx, S2. ■ • •, S*. If Ar =  1. then set Si =  L\  U ex. If k > 1, 
then set S x =  £ x U L2 U ex, Si =  U‘=xej U '_x L2j - x U L2l, for 1 < i < k, and
Sk  =  u j = i e j  u j = i  £ 2 .7 —1-
In case (a), let W  =  /  u C [ im, i 0J .  Then we have
\E(W)\ + |F (C [xai,x x])| +  |F (L X)| +  \E(L2)\ +  - - - +  |£ ,( I 2jfc-i)l =  \C\.
Now let F0 =  W U C[xai, x x], and F, =  IT U SX, for all i in (1,2, - • •, k}. Then F0,
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F 1? - - Fk are all cycles of G containing e and / .  It is not difficult to check that
E  | £ ( f . ) l  >  k ( 11 +  3 *  +  | £ ( C ) | .
1 = 0  1
Thus one of these k +  1 cycles has length at least
,* (*  +  1) . . I r ,r i n , 1 , 3* +  |£(C)| k
2 + 3 k  +   F T T ~ + 2 '
Since the function f {k)  =  3* ^ | -c )l + § has a minimum value ^/2(|£'(C,)| - 3 )  +  | .  
Since [^/2(|F (C )| -  3) +  | ]  is not less than ^ \ E ( C ) \  — 2 j -t-2, the theorem holds 
in this case.
In case (b), the path C[x6t .x m] contains more than two vertices. Since G is 3- 
connected. the assumption on Xbk implies that there is an edge joining C(xbk. x m) 
and C(xm,x t]. Let f i  be x Clxdl such an edge for which xdl is in C(xblc. x m) and 
di  is as small as possible. If C[xbk, x dl\ contains more than two vertices, then 
there is an edge joining C(xbk. x dl) and C(xdl. x tJ. Let f 2 be such an edge x C2x d, 
for which xd2 is in C(xbk, x dl) and d2 is as small as possible. Inductively, we can 
find f u  fi ,  • • f i , where / , =  xCix dt, for i =  1,2. • • • , I, and bk +  1 =  d(. Note 
that the definition of fi asserts that xC2 must lie in the path C(xdl.x m]? and xc,_t 
must lie in the path C{xdx,x dt_J ,  for 2 < i < I. As before, let us define two 
sequences of paths Ri, R 2, •••, R 2 1 - 1  and T\, T2, ---, Ti as follows. If I = 1. 
we set Ri =  C[xdl, x m\. If I > 1, we set Ri  =  C[xc, ,x m]. f?2l =  C[xdj,xCiTl], 
for 2 < i < I, R 2i- 1 =  Cfxc^^Xrf,.,], for 2 < i < I, and R 2l-x =  C fx^ .x^,,]. 
Similarly, if / =  1, we set Ti =  R\ U f \ .  If / > 1, we set Ti =  U i ?2 U f i ,  
Si =  U‘=1(/j U R 2j~i) U R 2i . for 1 < i < I, and Si =  U*=1/j  u *=1 R2]- i- Now it 
suffices to prove the theorem in the case when k > I. Let Go =  /  U C[xm.xi],
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Gi =  /  U  C[xci,x ai] U  Si U  Ti, for 1 < i < I, and Gj = f  U  C[xm,x 0J  U  Sj, for
I < j  < I. Since Go, Gi, • -, Gk are cycles of G that contain both e and / ,  one 
of these cycles has length at least
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.4. O
In the next example, we show that the bound given in Theorem 3.1.4 is sharp.
(3.5.2) Example. Let G be the simple graph obtained from the graph in 
Figure 4 as follows. For each i in (2,3, • • •, k} and each j  in (2,3, • • •, A: — 1}, 
subdivide the edge e, into i segments, and subdivide the edge f 3 into j  segments. 
Finally, in the resulting graph, join v to every newly created vertex. Clearly, G 
is simple and 3-connected, and its longest cycle has length c = k2 + 2. Note that
S A r+ I^ O I k  
k + 1 + 2 '
As we have shown above.
3 k + \C\ 
k +  1
v
Figure 4. The graph for Example 3.5.2.
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a longest cycle of G  containing both e and /  has two more edges than a longest 
path of G joining Ui and u2 and avoiding v. Now, it is not difficult to check that a 
longest cycle of G  containing both e and /  has length k + 2 , which is \/c  — 2 + 2.
□
We devote the rest of this section to proving Theorem 3.1.7. The following is 
a technical lemma that will be used repeatedly in this proof.
(3.5.3) Lemma. Let C  be a longest cycle of a 3-connected graph G, and let 
v €  V{G) — V{C). Suppose G — v can be expressed as the edge-disjoint union 
of  G[1'(C)] and a connected graph H, and let U = (iVG(i;) f~l V(C)) — Y(H).  I f  
U is non-empty, then there is a vertex u in U such that G / (u ,v )  is 3-connected. 
Moreover, if  u has degree three, then G / (u .v ) is simple.
P ro o f. Let U =  {u1,U2. - - - ,u t} .  Evidently, U C V(C).  Assume that 
u2. • • •, Ufc is the cyclic order on C  of the members of U. Assume that, for all 
u €. V , the graph G /(u .v )  is not 3-connected. Thus, for each u, in U, there is a 
vertex cut {ut, v. ic,} of G. Since u, is only adjacent to vertices in C. the vertex 
cut {ut.v. tr,} must cut C  into two segments. This implies that u\ is a vertex 
of C  that is not adjacent to it,. Moreover, either there is no path joining H  
and C(ui, Wi), or there is no path joining H  and C{wx, u*) in G — {itj, v, u;,}, for 
otherwise, {ut, v, wt} is not a vertex cut. Let Li be one of C(u,, wt) and C(wt, Ui) 
that is not joined to H  by a path. Let j  be an integer in (1 ,2 , ••-,£}  such that 
\V(Lj) n  Lj is as small as possible. Without loss of generality, we may assume 
that Lj = L\ =  C (iti,u ;i). In the case when \V(Li)C\U\ =  0, it is easy to see that 
there is no path joining C (ui,iu i) and C(u;1,u 1) in G — {ui,ici}. This implies
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that G — is disconnected; a contradiction. Therefore, \V{L\) n  U\ > 1.
Consider the vertex cut {u2,v,u;2} of G. By the choice of u?i, we know that 
W2  must lie on the path C{wi,Ui). Thus there is no path joining C(u2, ^ 2) and 
C(u/2,u 2) in G — {u2, v, ic2}. Note that ui and u2 are not neighbors in C, since 
C  is a  longest cycle of G. We conclude that there is no path joining C{ux. u2) 
and C (u2, Hi) in G  — {ui,u2}. This implies that G — {u!,u2} is disconnected: a 
contradiction. Thus G /(u , v) is 3-connected, for some u € U. Now, if the degree 
of u is three, then every triangle of G containing (u, v) meets C; a contradiction 
to the fact that C  is a longest cycle of G. Therefore, G/{u,v)  is simple if u has 
degree three. □
Throughout the rest of this section, it is assumed that M  is a 3-connected 
graphic matroid with a maximum-sized circuit C, that A" is a subset {xt ,x2. • • -. 
xjt} of E{M) — C  with k > 1. and that N  is a 3-connected minor of M  that uses 
C  U A', has C  as a circuit, and has l-EXiV)! as small as possible. Moreover, we 
assume that i f  is a 3-connected simple graph such that N  is the cycle matroid 
of H. Let e be am edge of if . We use if /e  and i f \e  to denote the graphs whose 
cycle matroids are S / e  and N \ e , respectively. It is easy to see that, for some 
edge /  of i i ,  if H \ f  is not 3-connected, but H \ f  is, then /  is in a triad of i f  the 
three edges of which are incident with a vertex of degree three. We call such a 
triad a vertex triad. Notice that when Lemma 3.3.2 and Lemma 3.3.4 are applied 
to grpahic matroids, the triads whose existence is asserted there are all vertex 
triads. We now prove three fiither technical lemmas.
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(3 .5 .4) Lemma. For all e € E (H ) — (C U  X), one of the following holds:
(1) e is a chord of C  in H ;
(2) e is in a triangle of  H  containing two elements of X ;  or
(3) e is in a vertex triad of H  containing two edges of X  or two edges of C. 
P ro o f. By Lemma 3.2.1, we know that H/e  or H \e  is 3-connected. First 
suppose that H /e  is 3-connected. If e is not in a triangle of H,  then H/e  is 
simple and 3-connected. Since X  C E(H/e), the assumption on H  implies that 
C  is not a cycle of H/e.  Thus (1) holds. Note that, since C  is a longest cycle 
of H,  any triangle of H  containing e does not meet C. Now, if e is in a triangle 
of H,  then C  is a cycle of H/e. Thus A' 2  E{H/e).  Therefore, (2) holds in this 
case.
Next suppose that H \e  is 3-connected. It is clear that H \e  is not 3-connected. 
Thus e is in a vertex triad of H. By the assumption on H,  we know that C  is not 
a cycle of H \e ,  or E{ H \ e ) does not contain A'. Clearly, each possibility implies
(3). □
(3.5.5) Lemma. Let v € V{H)  — V(C). Then one of the following holds:
(1) Nu(v)  — V{C) is not empty; or
(2) v is incident with an edge of X .
P ro o f. Suppose that v is a vertex in V{H) — V(C)  such that Nu(v) C V(C)  
and v is not incident with any edge of X .  Let B  =  {(u, u)|u € Clearly,
B  is a bond of H.  By Lemma 3.3.2 (i), N/e  is not 3-connected, for all e in B.  
By Lemma 3.2.3, there is a triangle meeting B. Now Lemma 3.3.2 (ii) leads to a 
contradiction. □
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(3 .5 .6) Lem m a. The matroid N  is spanned by C U X  provided that k  <  5. 
P ro o f. Since we have Lemma 3.3.3, it suffices to prove this lemma in the cases 
when 4 < |_V| <  5. Let X  =  {x i,x2, • • • ,x*}, for 4 < k < 5. Assume that 
C  U X  does not span N .  Clearly, there is a bond C '  of H  avoiding C u  X .  Let 
Hi  and H2 be the two components of the graph H \ C *. By Lemma 3.3.2 (i) and 
Lemma 3.2.3, there are two distinct triangles 7\ and T2 of H  meeting C*. Note 
that if a triangle meets a bond, then they must meet in exactly two edges. By 
Lemma 3.3.2 (ii), this implies that each of 7\ and T2 contains an edge of A'. 
Moreover, the edge of X  fi T\ is distinct from the edge of X  n  T2. Thus we may 
assume that 7\ =  {ei,e2,x i}  and T2 =  {e3,e4,x 2}. Clearly, \Ti n T 2| < 1.
We first suppose that Ti and T2 are disjoint. Again, by Lemma 3.3.2 (ii). H  
has a vertex triad T ’ containing et and two edges of A", for all i in {1.2.3.4}. 
Since | A’| <  5, it can be concluded that one of the following two cases holds:
(i) T;  =  {et,x i ,x 3}, r 2* =  {c2,x i ,x 4}, r 3* =  {e3.x 2.x 4}, and T4 =  {e4,x 2,x 3}.
(ii) 27 =  {e1,x 1,x 3}, T2* =  {e2,X !,x4}, T3* =  {e3,x 2,x 4}, and 7J =  {e4.x 2,x 5}. 
Let Vi be the common vertex of ei and e2, and v2 be the common vertex of e3
and e4. In case (i), since H  — {u1, t?2} is disconnected, we obtain a contradiction. 
Thus (ii) must hold. We may assume that xi, x2, * • -, X5 are located in H\.  Note 
that C  must lie entirely in either H\  or H2. Let us first assume that C is in Hi. 
Then Lemma 3.5.4 implies that H2 contains no edge. Thus H2 is a  single vertex 
1/1. If x3 and X5 have a common vertex v3, then H — {ul51/3} is disconnected; a 
contradiction. Thus X3 and X5 are not adjacent. Let u4 be the common vertex 
of the edges in T{, and v$ be the common vertex of the edges in . Since
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H  — {u4, vs} is connected, C* contains an edge e3 which is different from e4, e2. 
e3, and e4. By Lemma 3.5.4, e5 is in a vertex triad containing two edges of A' 
or two edges of C . If e5 is in a vertex triad containing two edges of A”, then the 
vertex triad must be {e5,x 3,x 5}: but this is impossible because x3 and x5 are not 
adjacent. Thus e3 is in a vertex triad containing two edges of C.  Let v6 be the 
common vertex of e5 and C. Note that v$ has degree three. Now we are going 
to show that even,' vertex in V(Hi)  — V(C) must be incident with an edge of 
A”. Suppose the contrary'. Let v be a vertex in l '(Hi)  — V(C)  such that v is not 
incident with any edge in A'. By Lemma 3.5.4 and the fact that x3 and x3 are not 
adjacent, we know that each edge that is incident with v must also be incident 
with a vertex of C. By Lemma 3.5.5. we get a contradiction. Now it is clear that 
H  — {fi }  can be expressed as the edge-disjoint union of G[V'(C)] and a connected 
subgraph H2 of H. and i’6 € (-V/tii'i) n  V'(C) — I '( / f3)). By Lemma 3.5.3. there 
is a vertex c7 in {Nh(i’i) ft V(C) — \ ' (H3)) such that H/{Vi,t '7 ) is 3-connected. 
As (l'j. l’7) is in C*. by Lemma 3.3.2 (i), we get a contradiction. Now we know 
that C  must lie in H2■ Since H  — {u i,^}  is connected, there is an edge e6 in 
C m that is not adjacent to any edge in {ei,e2,e3,e4}. Let e6 =  v$v9, where v$ is 
in H2- Suppose that there is a  vertex u in V(H 2) — V(C)  which is not incident 
with any edge in C m. Again, by Lemma 3.5.4, any edge that is incident with u 
must also be incident with a vertex in C; a contradiction. Thus every vertex in 
V (H 2) — V(C)  is incident with an edge in C*. Moreover, by Lemma 3.5.4, every 
edge in E(H 2) — E(G[V{C)\) is in a vertex triad of H  containing two edges of 
C, and either (1) {e6,x 3,xs} is a vertex triad, or (2) e6 is incident with a vertex
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of degree three in C. Suppose that (1) holds. Then C* =  {ei. e2, e3, e4, ee}- Now 
either v8 is in C, or there is an edge joining v8 and a vertex of degree three in 
C. If v8 is in C, then, by Lemma 3.5.3, N /e 8 is 3-connected; a contradiction. 
Thus there is an edge joining v8 and a vertex of degree three in C. Again, by 
Lemma 3.5.3, there is an edge f i  joining v8 and C  such that N f f i  is 3-connected; 
a contradiction to the choice of N. Hence, (2) must hold. By Lemma 3.5.4, there 
is at most one edge in E(Hi)  that is not in X .  Applying Lemma 3.5.3 again, it 
is not difficult to see that there is an edge f 2 joining r/9 and C  such that N / / 2 is 
3-connected; a contradiction.
It remains to show that the case when Ti meets T2 does not occur. Suppose 
that 7 \ n r 2 =  {e2}. Thus we may assume that e2 =  e3. By Lemma 3.3.2 (ii), the 
proof reduces to the case that the set T? =  { e i,x i,x 3}, T8 =  (e2,x 1,x 2}, and 
77 =  {e4, x2, x4 } are all vertex triads of H.  Moreover, x3 and x4 are not adjacent, 
for otherwise. H  is not 3-connected. Let ui be the common vertex of e\. e2, and 
e4, let u2 be the endvertex of x3 which is not on x t , and let u3 be the endvertex of 
x4 which is not on x2. Again, C  is either in H x or H2. Let us first suppose that C 
is in H i- By Lemma 3.5.4, H2 is a single vertex u 4. Moreover, since H  — {u2, u3} 
is connected, there is an edge e7 in C* other than ei, e2, and e4, and not incident 
with u2 and u3. Hence, ej, e2, e4, and e7 meet at Again Lemma 3.5.4 implies 
that e7 is incident with a vertex of degree three in C. Note that if |AT| =  5, then 
x5 must be in H\. Suppose that there is a vertex w in V(Hi) — V{C) which is 
not adjacent to any vertex that is incident with xi, x2, x3, or x4. Let B  be the 
set of edges that are incident with w. Clearly, B  is a bond of H. If B  D A' =  0,
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then, by Lemma 3.5.4, every edge in B  is incident with a vertex of degree three 
in C; a contradiction to Lemma 3.5.5. Thus X5 € B. By Lemma 3.3.4 (iii). 
N/e  is not 3-connected, for all e € B — {xa}. Thus N \e  is 3-connected, for all 
e 6  B  — {x5}. By Lemma 3.3.4 (ii) and Lemma 3.2.4, there is triangle meeting
B. Now Lemma 3.3.4 (iv) leads to a contradition. Therefore, every vertex in 
V(Hi) — V(C) is adjacent to a vertex that is incident with Xi, X2, x3, or x4. Now 
it is easy to see that G —ui can be expressed as the edge-disjoint union of C[l ’(C)] 
and a connected subgraph i / 4 of H. By applying Lemma 3.5.3 again, we obtain a 
contradiction. Therefore, we know that C  must lie in i /2. Let Z  =  V'(i/2)nl'(C *). 
If there is a vertex y  in V'(/f2) ~  (I (C) U Z), then, by Lemma 3.5.4, any edge 
incident with y that is not x5 must be incident with a vertex of degree three in
C. By a similar argument to that given above to show that the vertex w does 
not exist, we obtain a contradiction. Thus V'(if2) =  V‘(C) U  Z . Now either (a) 
Z  C l '(C ), or (b) there is a vertex in Z  — V(C).
In case (a), we first suppose that there is an edge g in E{H\)  — A'. By 
Lemma 3.5.4, g is in a vertex triad of H  containing two edges of A'. Since x3 
and x4 are not adjacent, we may assume that the vertex triad is {<?.x3.x 5}. 
By applying Lemma 3.5.4 again, we know that there is an edge in C* adjacent 
to g and incident with a vertex of degree three in C. Now Lemma 3.5.3 leads 
to a contradiction. Thus there is no edge in E{H\) — X .  Now, if there is an 
edge joining it2 and a vertex of degree three in C, then Lemma 3.5.3 leads to a 
contradiction. Using Lemma 3.5.4, it is easy to see that this does not occur only 
if |A | =  5 and X  forms a cycle of H , where x5 =  (u2, ti3). Let Si be the set of
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edges incident with 1/2 and S 2  be the set of edges incident with t/3. If both S 1 
and S2  are vertex triads of H , then, by Lemma 3.5.4. it is easy to see that there 
is an edge h in C m that joins 1/2 and a vertex in C, and by Lemma 3.5.3, N /h  is 
3-connected; a contradiction. If one of S\ and S2  is not a vertex triad, say Si, 
then, by Lemma 3.5.4, there is an edge joining u2 and a vertex of degree three in
C. Using Lemma 3.5.3 again, we obtain a contradiction.
In case (b), let z €  Z  — V(C).  It is easy to see that there is an edge k  incident 
with z and a vertex of degree three in C, and .V/k is 3-connected: a contradiction.
□
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1.7. We shall follow' basically the same 
idea as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.6. But a graph-theoretic argument enables 
us to increase the size of the set A for w'hich the latter theorem holds.
P ro o f  o f T h eo re m  3.1.7. By Theorem 3.1.6 and Lemma 3.5.6. it suffices to 
prove the theorem by showing that |Vr(f/)| < |C| +  |Aj — 1. when 4 <  |A'| < 5. 
Assume that \V(H)\ > \C\ +  |Aj -  1, and let A' =  {x i,x2, - • - ,x*}, for 4 < k < 5. 
Since Cu.Y  spans N , |V (# ) | =  |C| +  |Aj and each vertex of H  is in V (C )u r(A ). 
Note that no element of A' is in cfv(C). Now let C* =  E ( N ) — d^C L L Y —{x,}) for 
all i. It is clear that, for all i, C* is a bond of H  that avoids C  and C * n  A' =  {x,}.
We shall first show that
(1) each element in A  is contained in a triangle of N.
Suppose that there is an element x, in X  that is not in a triangle. Note that 
Xi e  C*. By Lemma 3.3.4 (ii) and Lemma 3.2.4, there is a triangle 7\ meeting 
C*. Since x* is not in 7\, by Lemma 3.3.4 (v), 7\ contains an element, say x 1; of
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A' — {xj}. Let T\ =  {ei,e2,x i} . Now Lemma 3.3.4 (iii) implies that N/e  is not 
3-connected for all e G  C* — {x,}. Thus, by Lemma 3.2.1, N \ e  is 3-connected 
for all e  G C,* — { x , } .  By Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), there is a vertex triad T ’ containing 
ej and two elements of A': similarly, there is a vertex triad X2 containing e2 
and two elements of X .  We may certainly assume that X* =  { e i,x i,x 2} and 
X2 =  {e2,x 1,x 3}.
Now consider C{. Let H x and H2 be the two connected components of H\Cl-  
Since the intersection of T x and C{ contains Xi, these sets meet in at exactly 
two elements, say Xi and ex. We may assume that e2 is in H x. Since xi is in 
both X* and X2 , and x2 and x3 do not meet, the set Tx is the only triangle of H  
that contains x i. Now. by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), for all e G Cf — {xi}, the matroid 
A'/e is not 3-connected. Hence, for all e G C\  — {xi}. the matroid A'\e is 3- 
connected. Also note that x> is in H2 and x3 is in H x. Since x x is in a triangle of 
N,  the matroid N / x x is not 3-connected. By Lemma 3.2.3, there is a triangle T2 
meeting Cj that is different from Tx. Let X2 =  {e3,e4,e5}. where e3,e4 € Cj. By 
Lemma 3.3.4 ( v ) ,  e 5 G X .
We first consider the case when Tx and T2 are disjoint. Clearly, e5 ^  {xi, x2, x3}. 
Thus we may assume that e3 =  x4. Now x4 is in either H x or H2. If x4 is in 
H2, then, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), we have vertex triads X3 and X4* of H  that con­
tain e3 and e4, respectively. Moreover, x2 is in either X3 or X4 , and there is 
an element X5 of X  in either X3 or X4*. We may assume that X3 =  {e3,X2,x4} 
and X4 =  {e4,x 4,X5}. Let ui be the endvertex of X5 not incident with x4. Sup­
pose that C  is in H x. Then, by Lemma 3.5.4, any edge that is incident with i’i.
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except i 5, must be incident with a vertex of degree three in C. Now, by applying 
Lemma 3.5.3 and using the fact that each vertex of H  is in V(C)  U V'(X), we can 
find an edge e that is in C{ and incident with t/i such that N/e  is 3-connected: a 
contradiction. Thus C  must lie in H2. Let v2 be the endvertex of x3 that is not 
incident with x\ .  Again, Lemma 3.5.4 implies that every edge that is incident 
with v2, except x3, must be incident with a vertex of degree three in C. By a 
similar argument to that above, we can use Lemma 3.5.3 to deduce a contradic­
tion. Therefore, x4 is in / / j .  By applying Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), we may assume that 
there are two vertex triads T? =  {e3,x 3,x 4} and Tg =  (e4. x4. x5}. Let r 3 be the 
endvertex of x2 that is not incident with xi, and let v4 be the endvertex of x5 
that is not incident with x4. By using Lemma 3.5.3, if C is in Hi. then we can 
find an edge /  that is in C[ and incident with u3 such that .V // is 3-connected: 
a contradiction. Similarly, it is easy to see that if C  is in H2, then we can find an 
edge g that is in C\  and incident with i>4 such that N /g  is 3-connected: another 
contradiction.
We now consider the case when Tj and T2 have a common edge. Evidently. 
Ti meets T2 at ex and e5 =  x2. We may certainly assume that et =  e4. Now 
we have T2 = (ej, e3,x 2}. By Lemma 3.3.4 (iv), there is a vertex triad Tf of H  
containing e3, x 2, and an element in X ,  say x4. Let z/5 be the endvertex of x3 that 
is not incident with xx, and let u6 be the endvertex of x4 that is not incident with 
x2. Suppose that X  =  {xx,X2,x3,x4}. If C  is in Hi,  then, by Lemma 3.5.4 and 
Lemma 3.5.3, it is easy to see that there is an edge h in C{ joining i/6 and a vertex 
of degree three in C  such that N jh  is 3-connected; a contradiction. Similarly,
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we can get a contradiction in the case when C  is in H2- Next we suppose that 
X  =  {xl tX2,X3,X4,X5}. Let 1/7 be an endvertex of x5 that is not in C, and let 
B  be the set of edges that are incident with v7. If x5 is not adjacent to X3 and 
x4, then, by Lemma 3.5.4, every edge in B  — {X5} is incident with a vertex of 
degree three in C. By Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), we know that N /e  is not 3-connected 
for all e € B  — {x5}, so N \ e  is 3-connected for all e € B  — {xs}. Thus, by 
Lemma 3.2.4, there is a triangle of N  that meets B.  Now Lemma 3.3.4 (iv) leads 
to a contradiction. Thus x5 is adjacent to either x3 or x4. First suppose that x5 
is adjacent to x3. Let vs be the endvertex of x4 that is not incident with X2, and 
let v9 be the endvertex of x5 that is not incident with x3. Now’ if C  is in H\,  
then, by Lemma 3.5.4 and Lemma 3.5.3, w-e can find an edge i in C j joining r8 
and a vertex of degree three in C  such that N / i  is 3-connected; a contradiction. 
Similarly, if C  is in Hz, then, there is an edge j  in Cj joining u9 and a vertex of 
degree three in C  such that N / j  is 3-connected; another contradiction.
Now by applying the similar argument to the case w'hen x5 is adjacent to x4, 
we get another contradiction. Thus (1) is proved.
We show next that
(2) every triangle of N  that meets X  must contain two elements of A".
Assume that T3 is a triangle that contains exactly one element, say x 1? of A’. 
Let Tz =  { /1, / 2, Xi}. Consider C{. We may assume that f i  £  C{. If N / f i  is 
3-connected, then, by Lemma 3.3.4 (iii), the element / 2 is in A; a contradiction. 
Thus N / f i  is not 3-connected. Hence, N \ f i  is 3-connected. By Lemma 3.3.4 
(iv), f \  is in a vertex triad T8* of N  containing x\  and an element, say X2, of A”.
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From (1), we know that x2 is in a triangle T4 of N,  and either T4 =  {xx, x2, f 3} or 
T4 =  {x2, / i , / 3}, for some / 3 in C{. If T4 =  {x i,x2, / 3}, then, by Lemma 3.2.2, 
N / f i  is 3-connected; a contradiction. Thus T4 =  {x2, / 1, / 3}. By the dual version 
of Lemma 3.2.2, the m atroid N \ f 3 is 3-connected. Now Lemma 3.3.4 (iv) implies 
that there is a vertex triad Tg of N  containing / 3, x2, and an element, say x3, 
of X  -  {xx,x2}. Again, we can show that Ts =  {x3, / 3, / 4} is a triangle of N,  
for some / 4 in C j, and there is a vertex triad 27o of N  containing / 4, x3, and an 
element, say x4, of X  — { x i,x 2,x 3}. By continuing this argument, we obtain a 
contradiction to the fact that |X | is finite. This proves (2).
Now we are going to show that
(3) each element in A' is contained in two distinct triangles of X .
Suppose that x t is contained in only one triangle 7*6 of -V. From (2). we know
that T6 contains an element, say x2, in X  — {xx}. Let T6 =  {xx,x2.<7i}. Consider 
C[. Since Xx is in a triangle, N /x \  is not 3-connected. By Lemma 3.3.4 (ii), we 
have that, for all k 6  C{ — {xt }, N /k  is not 3-connected. Now Lemma 3.2.3 
ensures that there is a triangle T7 other than 76 that meets C*. As xx is not in 
T- , by (2), T7 avoids X .  This contradicts Lemma 3.3.4 (v). Hence (3) holds as 
well.
We now show that
(4) the edges in X  are incident with the same vertex.
Note that, since C u  X  spans N  and \V(H)\ =  \C\ +  |A |, there is no cycle in 
H  whose edge set is contained in X .  Now combining (2) and (3), it is not difficult 
to see that the edges in X  form a tree T  in H.  Assume that (4) fails and the
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edges Xi, X2 , and x3 form a path of length three in T,  where Xx is in the middle of 
the path. Consider C[. Again, let H\ and H2 be the two connected components 
of H \C[.  From (1) and (2), we know that there is a triangle Tg of N  containing 
Xi and another element of X .  Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
x2 € Tg and x2 € E(Hi).  Clearly, x2 is in a triangle of N  other than Tg and this 
triangle contains an element, say x4, of (X  — {x i,x2,x 3}) fl Hi. By (2) and (3), 
the element x3 is in two different triangles of N  containing two elements of X .  
Now it is clear that \X\ =  5. x5 is in a triangle of N  containing x3, and X5 is in 
H2. Applying (2) and (3) again, we know that xx, x3, and x5 are incident with 
the same vertex, say u t, and xi, x2, and x4 are incident with the same vertex, 
say u2. Moreover. N  has three different triangles containing the sets {x i,x3}. 
{x i,x3}. and {xj.x4}, respectively. By symmetry, we may assume that C  is in 
Hi. Using the fact that H  — {u1? u2} is 3-connected along with Lemma 3.5.4. We 
deduce that there is an edge in C* joining a vertex in H2 and a vertex of degree 
three in C. Moreover, every edge joining V'(A') and C  has an endvertex of degree 
three in C. Now Lemma 3.5.3 leads to a contradiction. This proves (4).
Let wo be the common vertex of those edges in A', and let wt be the endvertex 
of X( other than wo, for i =  1,2,•••,&, 4 <  k < 5. Since |U (if)| =  \C\ +  |Aj 
and V(H)  =  V(C)  U  V( X) ,  exactly one of wq, w i , -•  •, Wk is in C.  Since H  is 
3-connected, there is an edge joining V ( X )  and C.  By Lemma 3.5.4, every edge 
joining V ( X)  and C  has an endvertex of degree three in C.  Applying Lemma 3.5.3 
again, we obtain a contradiction that completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.7. □
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Figure 5. The graph for Example 3.5.7.
We now present an example to show that Theorem 3.1.7 fails if |A'| =  6. It is 
not difficult to modify this example to show that the theorem fails for all |Ar| > 6. 
(3.5.7) E xam ple . The graph G in Figure 5 is 3-connected and has a longest 
cycle C  of length 24, where C  =  Uii?2 • • • U24- Let X  =  {x i,x2.X3,X4,X5,X6}. 
Clearly, C u X  does not span M(G)  and M{G) has no proper 3-connected minor 
that uses C U  A' and has C  as a circuit. □
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C onclusion
We have shown, in Theorem 1.1.4, that the size of a connected graphic or 
cographic matroid M  is bounded by ^cc* where c and c* are the sizes of a largest 
circuit and a largest cocircuit of M,  respectively. This theorem answers a ques­
tion of Oxley and supports a conjecture that this bound holds for all connected 
matroids (see Bonin, McNulty, and Reid [6]) . The proof of Theorem 1.1.4 is 
essentially based on Lemma 1.2.3 showing that a  2-connected graph G with cir­
cumference c exceeding three has a bond that meets every c-cycle and every 
(c — l)-cvcle of G  in at least two edges. Since the proof of Lemma 1.2.3 is ba­
sically graph-theoretic, it does not seem easy to extend this lemma to a larger 
class of matroids. However, if such an extension of this lemma could be proved, 
it would also be possible to extend the theorem by using similar arguments to 
those given in the proof of Theorem 1.1.4. Therefore, Lemma 1.2.3 also provides 
a possible approach toward a proof of the conjecture for some other classes of 
matroids. The fact that the conjecture holds for both graphic and cographic ma­
troids suggests that it should be provable for the class of regular matroids. Vet 
there are some difficulties here that remain to be overcome.
Theorem 2.1.1 gives a constructive description of all 2-connected graphs with 
exactly |cc* edges and thereby provides a deeper understanding of Bonin, Mc­
Nulty, and Reid’s conjecture.
Theorems 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.4 address the question as to whether a k- 
connected matroid M  with a large circuit C  has a large circuit containing some 
specified subset A' of E{M).  These theorems show that the answer depends on
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the size of the set X ,  connectivity of A/, and whether or not M  is graphic. An 
important tool developed for the proof of Theorem 3.1.2 shows that if M  is a 
3-connected matroid with a largest circuit C  and e 6  E(M) ,  then there is a 3- 
connected minor N  of M  containing e and having C  as a spanning circuit. This 
theorem prompts the following question: given a 3-connected matroid M  with 
a largest circuit C  and X  C E(M),  does M  have a 3-connected minor that is 
spanned by C u X  and has rank less than \C\ +  |A'| — 1? Theorems 3.1.6 and 3.1.7 
answer affirmatively when |A'| < 5, depending on whether or not M  is graphic. 
Moreover, an example is given showing that, when |A'| > 5, the answer to this 
question is negative even in graphic matroids.
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